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Abstract 
 
 
As far as complex dexterous skills are concerned, humans largely outperform machines. As 
humans naturally fuse information from different sources and adapt their behaviour based on 
environmental feedback, they achieve a robust and satisfactory performance invariant to 
dynamic environments or disturbances. Conventionally controlled robotic manipulators are 
limited to basic monotonous applications in close to ideal circumstances. Their stability and 
performance are deteriorated in case of adverse conditions like switching constraints or 
uncertainties. This explains why manual work is predominant in contact-based tasks in 
manufacturing industry. But tedious, arduous work in non-ergonomic or even hazardous 
environments, make some tasks unsuitable for human operators. Therefore, the interest in 
automating these tasks and in expanding the application-areas of robots arose. The goal is to 
relieve human operators from onerous tasks in conditions which are detrimental to their health 
and safety. One of the major challenges in this context is the development of adequate control 
algorithms. 
 
This thesis employs a bottom-up approach to develop robust and adaptive learning 
algorithms for trajectory tracking: position and torque control. In a first phase, the focus is put 
on the following of a freeform surface in a discontinuous manner. Next to resulting switching 
constraints, disturbances and uncertainties, the case of unknown robot models is addressed. 
In a second phase, once contact has been established between surface and end effector and 
the freeform path is followed, a desired force is applied. In order to react to changing 
circumstances, the manipulator needs to show the features of an intelligent agent, i.e. it needs 
to learn and adapt its behaviour based on a combination of a constant interaction with its 
environment and preprogramed goals or preferences. The robotic manipulator mimics the 
human behaviour based on bio-inspired algorithms. In this way it is taken advantage of the 
know-how and experience of human operators as their knowledge is translated in robot skills. 
A selection of promising concepts is explored, developed and combined to extend the 
application areas of robotic manipulators from monotonous, basic tasks in stiff environments 
to complex constrained processes. Conventional concepts (Sliding Mode Control, PID) are 
combined with bio-inspired learning (BELBIC, reinforcement based learning) for robust and 
adaptive control. Independence of robot parameters is guaranteed through approximated robot 
functions using a Neural Network with online update laws and model-free algorithms. The 
performance of the concepts is evaluated through simulations and experiments. In complex 
freeform trajectory tracking applications, excellent absolute mean position errors (<0.3 rad) are 
achieved. Position and torque control are combined in a parallel concept with minimized 
absolute mean torque errors (<0.1 Nm). 
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1 Introduction 
 
 
The purpose of this first chapter of the thesis is to put the work into its context.  
The first part deals with the framework of this project.  
The second part details the objective of the thesis. 
The outline of the thesis-report is the subject of the final part. 
 
 
 
1.1 Context 
 
 
This part presents the context of the presented work in four steps: The first paragraph briefly 
establishes the motivation for automation of complex manufacturing tasks. The second 
paragraph justifies the interest in the research work of the thesis from an industrial as well as 
from a scientific point of view. The third paragraph presents the vision and the mission of the 
research on a global level and on the thesis-scale, respectively. The final paragraph presents 
in general terms the methods applied in this research and paves the way for the following 
chapters. 
 
 
1.1.1 Motivation 
 
 
Human skills and performance are unrivalled in complex dexterous manipulation. Humans 
naturally fuse information from different sources and adapt their behaviour based on 
environmental feedback. As far as adaptive handling is concerned, humans outperform robotic 
manipulators and machines largely. Applied to manufacturing industry, this explains why 
human workers are predominant in complex manufacturing operations in factories (Faber, 
2015) (Perzylo, 2019). Industrial state-of-the-art comprises manual work for most contact-
based manufacturing tasks including surface finishing processes. By their nature, human 
operators achieve a robust, satisfactory performance invariant to dynamically changing 
constraints and uncertainties. However, tedious and arduous work in non-ergonomic or even 
hazardous environments, make some tasks unsuitable for human operators. Therefore, the 
interest in automating these tasks arose. One of the major challenges in automating these 
tasks is the development of adequate control algorithms for a robust performance of the robotic 
manipulators especially for the case of dynamically changing constraints. Ideally, the robotic 
manipulators take advantage of the experience and knowledge of human operators. 
 
 
1.1.2 Interest 
 
 
The automation of complex manufacturing tasks in general and surface finishing processes 
in particular is of significant interest to both the industrial and the scientific communities. 
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Automation or partial automation of surface finishing processes of complex freeform 
workpieces is of high interest to the industrial community. Both, workpieces and processes 
become more and more complex (Klocke, 2014). Despite the introduction of robotic 
manipulators in factories, their areas of application are limited to monotonous processes in stiff 
environments. Only in basic tasks in close to ideal circumstances, satisfactory performance, in 
the sense of acceptable deviations from the desired values qua position and force, is achieved 
(Qin, 2016). Manual processes are current industrial state-of-the-art for complex tasks in the 
presence of varying constraints and uncertainties. Due to their time- and cost-intensive nature, 
surface finishing processes are the bottleneck of the considered industry. Different studies 
suggest shares of up to 30-50% of the entire manufacturing time and up to 40% of the total 
cost (Dieste, 2013) (Feng, 2000) (Lee, 2001) (Lin, 2014) (Pagilla, 2001) (Robertsson, 2006) 
(Roswell, 2006) (Wilbert, 2012) (Yixu, 2012).  
From a scientific point of view, multiple challenges are related to the considered automation 
problem.  First, the transfer of knowledge from human workers to robots has to be assured, 
i.e. the human skills have to be translated in robot skills in a way that takes optimally advantage 
of the human expertise. A teaming of human and robot skills and intelligence is desirable 
(Johnson, 2019). Second, the process has to be controlled. This requires a control concept for 
the robotic manipulator. Control algorithms have to be designed to guarantee a stable and 
robust behaviour of the robotic manipulator. The control problem is a trajectory tracking 
problem which aims in a first phase, to follow a complex freeform surface in a discontinuous 
manner. The resulting switching constraints impede the stability of the contact-based task 
(Liberzon, 2003). Further factors affecting the robust behaviour of the system are internal and 
external uncertainties. The latter are environmental disturbances whereas the former include 
uncertain or unknown robot models (Sünderhauf, 2018). These make an adaptive algorithm 
necessary. A controller independent from a priori known robot models 1) ensures stability with 
respect to unknown robot parameters and 2) allows implementation on different robot types. 
Through a combination of constant interaction with its environment and preprogrammed 
elements, the robotic manipulator needs to learn and adapt its behaviour. In this context, the 
interest from the artificial intelligence research community can be explained. In a second 
phase, once contact has been established between workpiece and end effector, the freeform 
path is followed, a desired force is to be applied. The desired performance is defined as 
minimized mean position and force errors. The reduction of average deviations between 
desired and current position and force signals over the total process time guarantees that 1) 
the desired trajectory is followed as closely as possible with minimal lifting of or digging into 
the surface and 2) the applied forces are adapted to the process.  
 
 
1.1.3 Vision and Mission 
 
 
The final vision motivating this research is an automated surface finishing process or similarly 
complex manufacturing process applicable in an industrial milieu. The goal is to create value 
through relieving human operators of onerous tasks in conditions which are detrimental to their 
health and safety while still taking advantage of their know-how (Johnson, 2019) (Kaihara, 
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2018). More specifically, the envisioned idea englobes two phases. In a first phase, the human 
operator shows the desired behaviour to the robot arm through kinaesthetic teaching. In a 
second phase, the robotic manipulator uses the recorded behaviour to achieve the desired 
surface finishing results while flexibly adapting to environmental changes. Through a 
combination of robust and bio-inspired control algorithms, stability and performance are 
ensured even in adverse conditions. 
This thesis puts the focus on the development of the position and force control algorithms 
(Barto, 2019) (Sünderhauf, 2018). They combine robustness and adaptability with 
independence from a priori known robot model parameters for reduced absolute mean position 
and torque errors.   
 
 
1.1.4 Bottom-up Approach 
 
 
The global problem addressed in the thesis is the automation of constrained manufacturing 
tasks. Humans being highly proficient in these tasks requiring adaptive position- and force-
control, the aim is to find inspiration in the human workers’ behaviour and to translate their 
capabilities into robot skills. Therefore in a first step the human approach to perform a 
constrained manufacturing task is analysed. Based on the observations, an abstraction of the 
comprehensive problem as well as its subdivision into two bottom-up sub-problems is 
deduced. The abstracted challenge is defined as the simultaneous position- and force-control 
of an industrial robot arm in the presence of uncertainties, switching constraints and friction. 
The subdivision of the global problem into ‘Path Following’, i.e. position control and ‘Path 
Following + Application of a Force’, i.e. combined position and force control is illustrated in 
Figure 1. Breaking down the global problem into sub-problems allows to better understand and 
address the individual challenges as well as their interactions. As a visualization for a surface 
finishing process, this subdivision means that, first, the surface is followed and then the force 
is added to perform the manufacturing. The work of this thesis consists in the development of 
adequate algorithms for addressing the defined control problem. The chosen approach is bio-
inspired which also translates in bio-inspired algorithms. 
 
 
Figure 1: Subdivision of the comprehensive problem for automating constrained tasks into bottom-up sub-
challenges ‘Path Following‘ and ‘Path Following + Application of a Force‘ . 
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1.2 Objective 
 
 
Automated systems and robots have proliferated in basic monotonous industrial processes 
due to their repeatability and accuracy. As a consequence of their unequalled performance in 
dexterous and adaptive manipulation, human operators are still prevailing in surface finishing 
tasks. These processes include tedious work in hazardous environments which are not suited 
for humans. Therefore the need to replace humans by robotic manipulators for these tasks 
emerged. The respective technological challenges can be summarized as developing control 
algorithms for discontinuous trajectory tracking of freeform geometries (Giusti, 2018). The 
presence of switching constraints, uncertainties and potentially unknown robot model 
parameters impacts the stability as well as the performance of the position and force 
controllers.  
Conventional controllers present the advantages of being field-tested and simple to 
implement. More advanced control algorithms focus on increasing stability in the presence of 
uncertainties and disturbances. Despite high robustness and accuracy, flexibility and 
performance compared to human operators are poor (Adar, 2016) (Cervantes, 2001) 
(Karayiannidis, 2012). The aim of human mimicking concepts on the other hand is to copy one-
to-one the approach of human operators. Despite a human-like behaviour of the automated 
system, robustness and usability are limited (Barto, 2019).  
A control algorithm for combined position and force control for complex trajectory tracking 
applications has to guarantee robust and accurate performance. In order to react to changing 
circumstances, it also needs to show the features of an intelligent agent, i.e. it needs to learn 
and adapt its behaviour based on a combination of a constant interaction with its environment 
and preprogramed goals or preferences. Consequently, robust control algorithms are 
combined with bio-inspired features. The aim is to take advantage of the expertise of the 
human operator (Johnson, 2019). Through kinaesthetic teaching, the human operator 
demonstrates and transfers his process know-how to the robot. Further inputs to the system 
include real-time feedback from position- and torque-sensors as well as process-related 
preferences and goals.  
The objectives of the developed algorithm are  
1) Process performance defined as minimization of position and torque errors. More 
precisely, the deviations between desired and measured position and torque signals averaged 
over the total process time are kept below a threshold (<0.3 rad and <0.1 Nm).  
2) Robustness with respect to unknown robot parameters defined as independence of robot 
models (Sünderhauf, 2018).  
Finally, the research will result in an automated complex manufacturing process applicable 
in a real world-environment. 
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1.3 Outline 
 
 
This part presents the structure and contents of the rest of the report. Figure 2 illustrates the 
connections and relations of the seven chapters. 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Structure of the thesis. 
 
The introductory chapter 1 establishes the context of the presented work, it describes the 
addressed problem. The framework, vision and objective of the research are defined and 
elaborated on. 
The second chapter establishes what is already known about the addressed problem and 
points out shortcomings that require further research. State-of-the-art publications in related 
domains are categorized according to their contributions. From the literature survey, the 
scientific gap which is going to be addressed in the thesis is deduced and the work presented 
as a continuation of the cited previous research efforts. 
Chapter 3 explains how the gap deduced in chapter 2 will be filled. The research question, 
hypothesis and intended methodology are described. 
In chapter 4, the setups for the numerical simulations and the experiments are detailed. 
These setups will be used for validation purposes in chapters 5 and 6. 
The fifth chapter is dedicated to the first sub-challenge, i.e. path following or position control. 
The suggested control algorithms are developed, their stability analysed and their performance 
validated using the strategies introduced in chapter 4. 
Chapter 6 is dedicated to the extension of chapter 5, namely to the second sub-challenge, 
i.e. path following + application of a force or combined position and force control. The 
suggested control algorithms are developed, their stability analysed and their performance 
validated using the strategies introduced in chapter 4. 
In the final chapter, the presented research and its contributions are discussed. Also, other 
possible avenues for this thesis are considered. Naturally, this process allows the discussion 
of potential areas for further work. 
The thesis ends with a summary. 
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2 Foundations and State-of-the-art 
 
 
In previous years and decades, research has already been performed on different aspects 
of the topic addressed in this thesis. The aim is to build on and take advantage of the progress 
and experiences of previous research works. During the analysis of the state-of-the-art, 
however, three types of shortcomings were revealed. First, potential for optimization is found 
in the developed algorithms for position control, estimation of unknown parameters and 
combined position and force control. Second, works combining multiple promising concepts 
are scarce. Third, a lack of publications describing industry-relevant applications is noticed. 
From the description of these shortcomings, the scientific questions at the basis of this work 
are deduced in order to contribute in the most optimal way to the global research. In this sense, 
the suggested research can be seen as a continuation of previous works. 
 
The purposes of this second chapter of the thesis are first to establish what is already known 
on the topic, second to deduce potential gaps where need for further research persists and 
third to establish the presented research as a continuation of previous scientific work. 
The first part, 2.1, clarifies concepts related to the presented research which are already well 
established in and by the scientific community. Terms which will be used throughout the thesis 
are explained and conventional controllers which will be used for comparison purposes in later 
chapters are described.  
The subsequent parts, 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 present a literature survey. Related relevant 
publications on position control, approximation of unknown robot parameters and combined 
position- force-control are cited.  
In 2.5, the literature survey is summarized and the areas for further research addressed in 
this research work are deduced. In this part, it is detailed how this thesis fits in the cited 
literature. 
 
 
 
2.1 Foundations 
 
 
This part is dedicated to clarifying concepts related to the presented research which are 
already well established in and by the scientific community. Before related scientific works are 
cited and the introduced research is presented as their continuation, the most relevant known 
concepts are announced and described in detail. This is done in two steps: In 2.1.1 terms and 
ideas used and referred to throughout the thesis are formulated. In 2.1.2 two illustrative 
examples of basic control algorithms are spelled out. These conventional controllers will be 
used for comparison purposes in chapters 5 and 6. 
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2.1.1 Definition of Key Concepts  
 
 
In this paragraph, concepts which are important for and used throughout the thesis are 
introduced in a thematically clustered fashion and clarified. 
 
For automation purposes, robots are predominantly used to support human operators 
through replicating their behaviour. The field of robotics deals with the operation and control of 
robots. 
 
Robotic manipulator 
A robotic manipulator also known as a serial robot, is an arm-like programmable mechanical 
device with a number of degrees of freedom that is i.a. used for manipulation purposes. The 
mechanism is made up of links interconnected by joints. The kinematic chain is terminated by 
a task-specific end effector.  
Robotic manipulators are illustrative examples of nonlinear and time varying MIMO-plants 
(multiple inputs multiple outputs). They are subject to internal and external uncertainties. 
System-inherent uncertainties include potentially unknown dynamic and kinematic model 
parameters. The system’s implementation in and interaction with the environment causes 
external disturbances which may impact its stable performance. 
Application areas are highly diverse and their discussion is out of the scope of this thesis. 
They range inter alia from manufacturing processes over assembly tasks to robot-assisted 
surgery (Siciliano, 2008) (Spong, 2006). 
 
Constrained movement 
The interactions between end-effector and surrounding environment engender the former’s 
movement to be constrained by the latter i.e. the robot arm cannot move freely in all directions 
(Jankowski, 1999). Constraints include natural constraints due to the specificities of the 
environment as well as artificial constraints due to and characteristic of the desired task. 
 
Switching constraints 
A change in constraints between the end-effector of the robot and the environment brought 
about by the successive discrete or continuous phases of e.g. assembly or manufacturing 
processes, results in a switched nonlinear system, undermining the stable behaviour 
(Liberzon, 2003). Common examples are transitions from free space- to in-contact-situations 
and vice-versa. 
 
Programming by Demonstration 
Programming by Demonstration, known under the abbreviation PbD, teaches a robot by 
showing the desired behaviour rather than by writing commands in a programming language. 
It is a form of imitation learning which seeks to acquire skills from observing demonstrations 
(Argall, 2009) (Calinon, 2009). The use of demonstrations as information-form contributes to 
the unambiguous communication of a task. They do not require knowledge of a language and 
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they are applicable also for tasks which are difficult to express in other forms like speech or 
programming language (Duan, 2017). 
 
Kinaesthetic teaching 
Kinaesthetic teaching is a type of PbD (Rozo, 2016). Here, the human instructor physically 
interacts with the robot as he grabs and displaces the robot’s body parts and operates its tool 
in space and time (Giusti, 2018). This is enabled by the robot compensating for the effect of 
gravity on its limbs as the human holds the robot arm and moves it through the task. This 
procedure allows the user to move the robot arm without feeling its weight and without feeling 
the motors in the articulations, while the sensors are used to record the movement (Racca, 
2016). 
 
Trajectory tracking 
Trajectory tracking aims at following a predefined desired joint path, i.e. the robot end-
effector is expected to follow a particular path within the workspace of the robotic manipulator.  
 
The aim of control engineering is the design of dynamical systems with desired behaviours. 
The development of a control model uses a control action to ensure the performance of the 
considered continuously operating process or system matches as closely as possible the 
targeted performance. A controller is developed to induce corrective behaviour while 
guaranteeing stability, minimizing delay and overshoot. Overshoot is defined as a signal 
surpassing the desired value. Ideally, the controlled system would not present any instability, 
delay or overshoot (Slotine, 1991) (Unbehauen, 2008). 
 
Position control 
Position control is described as the control of the following of predefined positions by a robot 
end-effector. Positioning is a synonym to goal-reaching, namely the getting to a target position. 
Trajectory tracking or path following is a continuous form of positioning, that is to say the 
uninterrupted following of successive desired positions. In both cases of position control, the 
torques resulting in the desired positions have to be computed. These torques are the control 
output of the position controller (Craig, 2005) (Siciliano, 2008) (Toibero, 2011).  
 
Force control 
Force control addresses contact situations between the robot end-effector and its 
environment, i.e. the control of predefined interaction forces. Focussing on industrial 
applications, the most relevant use cases are grinding, assembly and friction stir welding tasks. 
Direct force control uses a direct explicit force/torque feedback control loop (Siciliano, 2008).  
 
Feedback control 
Feedback control is also known as closed loop control. Desired variables are defined a priori 
based on a model of the process. Current variables are commonly measured with sensors and 
detectors. Through a feedback loop the current process variable is fed back to the controller 
whose role is the minimization of the discrepancy between current and desired process 
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variable. The related controller output depends on feedback from the process (Di Steffano, 
1967) (Mayr, 1970). 
 
Adaptive control 
A self-adapting control law is defined as adaptive controller. In contrast to robust controllers 
which do not adapt themselves and guarantee stability for parameters fluctuating only within a 
priori defined bounds, adaptive controllers readjust themselves and can accommodate varying 
or uncertain parameters (Åström, 2008). 
 
Model-free control 
Model-free control does not require a model of the controlled system, i.e. neither the robot 
model nor its approximation are used for constructing the control input. The main advantages 
are the simple design and implementation, fast tuning and robustness with respect to 
parameter uncertainties and modelling inaccuracies. 
Besides basic on-off-controllers, PID-controllers are examples of conventional model-free 
controllers. Due to their ease of design, simple structure and robustness, conventional linear 
fixed-gain, model-free PID-controlled robotic manipulators have been predominant in industrial 
settings since their introduction in 1940 (Adar, 2016) (Unbehauen, 2008). According to a 
survey conducted in 2002 (Desborough, 2002), PID-controllers made up for more than 97% of 
regulatory systems in process industry. Using the passivity property, asymptotic stability has 
been proven in local (Arimoto, 1996), semiglobal (Ortega, 1995) as well as in global sense 
(Arimoto, 1994) (Arimoto, 1994b). 
 
Model-based control 
In contrast to model-free controllers, model-based algorithms make use of the robot model 
or its estimation for computing the controller output. In an effort to accommodate the particular 
specificities of the considered robotic manipulators, the interest in these model-based 
controllers emerged. They advanced to the predominant approach for control problems in 
robotics (Sünderhauf, 2018). A prime example of conventional model-based control algorithms 
is the computed torque method that was developed in the 1970’s. (Markiewicz, 1973) analysed 
the computed torque drive method as a control concept able to deal with the nonlinearities 
inherent to the manipulator and compared it to a conventional position servo drive method. 
(Qu, 1991) investigated the robustness of robot control by the computed torque law. (Spong, 
2006) lists relevant publications in the field. The main motivations for using model-based 
control are its high expected performance tailored to the system at stake. 
 
Artificial intelligence also known under the abbreviation AI focuses on research on 
computational agents that act intelligently. 
 
Agent 
An agent is defined as an actor perceiving, reasoning and acting in an environment. Its 
outputs, i.e. actions depend on inputs, i.e. on the agent’s aptitudes, on its knowledge about the 
environment, itself and its goals or preferences as well as on the records of experiences of 
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previous interactions with the environment. How the outputs are derived from the inputs is an 
intensive research topic. 
In this work, a robotic manipulator as a pairing of actuators, sensors and a computation-unit 
in a physical environment is defined as agent (Poole, 2017). 
 
Intelligence 
An agent is classified as intelligent when first, its actions are aligned with its goals or 
preferences, second, it adapts to changes in its goals or in its surroundings and third, it learns 
from experience (Poole, 2017).  
Since its introduction in the 1950s, artificial intelligence, commonly known under the 
abbreviation AI, has been researched on. However, interest, developments and applications 
exploded decades afterwards with the advancements in informatics components and 
computational power. Artificial intelligence which focuses on a singular task, for which it has 
been programmed for, is denominated weak or narrow AI. This form of intelligence is distinct 
from a general intelligence as we know it from humans (Blanchot, 2019). 
 
Learning 
Learning is defined as an agent’s capacity to improve its future by adapting its behaviour 
based on past experiences. Learning in artificial systems as opposed to humans or natural 
biological systems in general is also referred to as machine learning. 
Learning is categorized as supervised when the classification, i.e. what has to be learned is 
provided to the agent. In unsupervised learning on the contrary, the agent has to find the 
classification itself without external guidance. 
Learning is further categorized as offline when all training samples are provided to the agent 
a priori, i.e. before acting. In online learning on the contrary, training samples are provided 
while acting (Poole, 2017) (Blanchot, 2019). 
 
Reinforcement learning 
Reinforcement learning is based on one of the first concepts of AI introduced by Alan Turing 
in 1948 (Barto, 2019). The agent learns through interactions with its environment while trying 
to maximize a specified cumulative reward (Bertsekas, 1996) (Kaelbling, 1996) (Sutton, 1998). 
Learning through interaction is the essence of this experience-driven autonomous learning and 
reward-driven behaviour. The agent autonomously interacts with its environment via actions 
which are consecutively evaluated by a reward function and awarded either a reward, positive 
reinforcement signal or a punishment, negative reinforcement signal. Through observing these 
consequences of its actions, the agent learns to adapt and optimize its behaviour improving 
over time, e.g. through trial and error. Every transition to a new state of the environment, 
provides feedback in the form of reinforcement signals to the agent thereby yielding information 
which the latter uses to update its knowledge. In this sense, the agent interacts with and learns 
from its surroundings. The optimal action-sequence being defined by the feedback provided 
by the environment and the scalar rewards, reinforcement learning shows similarities with 
optimal control (Arulkumaran, 2017). Reinforcement learning shows characteristics of 
supervised as well as of unsupervised learning (Barto, 2019). Reinforcement signals appear 
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after a series of actions and lead to a credit assignment problem of learning which actions are 
accountable for which reinforcement signals (Poole, 2017). 
Traditionally, agent interactions in reinforcement learning are characterized by:  
- a state signal describing the state of the agent’s environment, 
- an action signal through which the agent influences its environment and 
- a reward signal providing feedback of the outcome of the taken action.  
Figure 3 illustrates these interactions in the form of a state perception-action-feedback learning 
loop. 
 
The main advantages of the concept are the online adaptability and the fact that full 
knowledge of the system and its environment is not required. Reinforcement learning has been 
proposed as model-free as well as as model-based algorithm. In a principled mathematical 
framework, it can be described as a Markov decision process (Arulkumaran, 2017). Its analogy 
with the functioning of the human brain and neuroscientific theories qualifies reinforcement 
learning as bio-inspired concept (Barto, 2019). The basic concept of reinforcement learning 
combining learning from experience with rewards is inspired by behaviourist psychology, i.e. 
the aspiration of living beings for survival and growth (Lewis, 2009). The goal for the agent is 
to learn optimal behaviour over time. Reinforcement learning aims to bridge the gap between 
bio-inspired learning techniques, adaptive and optimal control (Khan, 2012). For solving 
reinforcement learning problems, value function, policy search and hybrid actor-critic methods 
have been suggested (Arulkumaran, 2017). Reinforcement learning was successfully applied 
i.a. to playing GO (Silver, 2017) and robot control (Peters, 2008) (Hester, 2011). 
 
Bio-inspired design 
Bio-inspired engineering aims for human-made solutions inspired by biological solutions, 
taking advantage of the strength of natural evolution. Recently, bio-inspired engineering has 
celebrated resounding successes due to its innovative, relatively simple and intuitive solutions 
to highly complex problems. Bio-inspiration is applied to a wide range of areas related to 
robotics. The application of bio-inspired or intelligent algorithms is twofold. First, the structure 
of algorithms can be inspired on that of biological, natural systems. Second, the planned 
behaviour can be bio-inspired, i.e. imitating the behaviour of natural systems and thereby 
profiting from their knowledge and expertise (Passino, 2005). Nature-inspired algorithms are 
i.a. popular in clustering. Clustering algorithms based on the principles observed in brain 
circuits: artificial neural networks (Figueira, 2011), in the migration, extinction and emergence 
of biological species: biogeography based (Hamdad, 2013) as well as in fish schools (Huang, 
 
Figure 3: The principle of Reinforcement Learning. 
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2013), bird flocks (Barve, 2013) (Cui, 2006) (Cui, 2006b) (Forestiero, 2013) and ant colonies 
(Elkamel, 2015) (Vaijavanthi, 2011): swarm intelligence was subject of research efforts. 
 
Neural Networks 
In mathematical modelling, neural networks are artificial bio-inspired networks mimicking the 
natural mammalian central nervous system. Their composition of a significant number of 
simple but highly interconnected units, i.e. collaborating neurons loosely mimics the structure 
and functioning of the human brain. Since their introduction in the 1940s (McCulloch, 1943), 
these information processing paradigms are widely used among others for the estimation of 
functions dependent on unknown parameters and for control purposes. They are a prominent 
choice not least due to their parallel architecture, their impressive learning capacity despite low 
computational costs, their fault tolerance and possibility to be implemented in real-time 
applications (Liu, 2013).   
Billions of neurons can be found in the human brain which output and transmit signals to 
neighbouring neurons or receptors, a process known as synapse. Preceding the synapse, an 
electrical pulse known as spike travels through the neuron’s axon during the depolarization 
phase. This spike is triggered when the sum of received inputs reaches a threshold value. The 
synaptic adaptability and plasticity is primordial in the human’s capability to memorize and 
learn from experience (Passino, 2005). 
This natural synaptic learning is translated in adaptive artificial neural networks by 
implementing an adaptive rule, i.e. by allowing the weights 𝑤 to change over time (?̇? ≠ 0). A 
simplified, schematic version of a natural neuron is depicted in Figure 4 (left) while Figure 4 
(right) shows the structure of an artificial neuron. The output of the latter can be expressed as: 
𝑦𝑖 = ∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑗ℎ(𝑥𝑗
𝑛
𝑗=1 )                                                           (1) 
where 𝑖 is the number of the considered neuron, ℎ is the activation function, 𝑛 is the number 
of inputs, 𝑤𝑖𝑗 is the weight from unit 𝑖 to unit 𝑗 and 𝑥𝑗 is the input into unit 𝑗. 
 
Radial Basis Function Neural Network 
Radial Basis Functions were presented as technique for interpolation in multidimensional 
space by (Micchelli, 1986). Radial Basis Functions, known under the abbreviation RBF are 
real-valued functions whose output-value is solely dependent on the distance from a centre 𝑐: 
ℎ(𝑥, 𝑐) = ℎ(‖𝑥 − 𝑐‖) where the distance function, the norm typically is the Euclidean distance. 
The RBF used here is a Gaussian type.  
Their implementation as activation functions in neural networks is known as a 3-layer 
network under the acronym RBF-NN. For each node the output is defined based on its input 
or set of inputs. These radial basis neural networks, introduced in 1988 (Broomhead, 1988), 
have the ability to learn arbitrary mapping and count systems control, classification problems 
and function estimation among their primary application areas. 
RBF-NNs are feedforward neural networks which means they allow signals to travel one way 
only, in this case from input to output. A typical RBF-NN has three layers: an input layer, a 
hidden layer and an output layer. Its first layer, i.e. the input layer performs a nonlinear 
transformation mapping the input signals to the hidden layer. The single hidden layer consists 
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of an array of computing units, i.e. hidden nodes which are activated by RBF activation 
functions. The output layer consists of linear summing nodes which allow the network’s output 
to range over a significant range of values. 
Based on the inputs, i.e. the raw information that is fed into the neural network, a radial basis 
function, usually of Gaussian type activates the neurons of the hidden layer and produces the 
output. The output layer is a linear weighted combination of RBFs of the inputs and internal 
parameters. Characteristics of RBF-NNs with Gaussian activation functions are that their 
output is maximal at input values close to center 𝑐, tailing off with increasing distance between 
input and center. Further, the sharpness of the network is expressed as the standard deviation 
of the Gaussian function at stake. Training takes place via the choice of hidden units number 
as well as of center and sharpness parameters.  
Compared to multilayer neural networks, their structure is less coherent with the natural 
neural network but their advantages include: faster convergence, more straightforward training 
and analysis due to a simpler topology and easier implementation due to fewer 
interconnections (Bass, 1994) (Van Cuong, 2016). (Park, 1991) (Tao, 2016) (Yu, 2014) i.a. 
have shown the universal approximation-capabilities of RBF-NNs. Additional advantages of 
RBF-NNs are the relaxation of the need for a priori knowledge about unknown parameters as 
well as their ability to accommodate a wide range of uncertainties.  
 
 
 
 
2.1.2 Conventional Controllers 
 
 
Two illustrative examples of conventional controllers are described below. A PID-controller 
is chosen as an illustrative representative of conventional model-free controllers while a 
Computed Joint Torque-controller represents model-based schemes.  
 
PID-Controller 
This model-free controller combines a proportional, an integral and a derivative controller-
part as shown in Figure 5. The PID-controller is a common linear controller whose transfer 
behaviour is based on the parallel arrangement of ideal P-, I- and D-elements. The control 
output of the error-driven PID-controller is: 
 𝒖 = −𝑫𝒑𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓 − 𝑫𝒊 ∫ 𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓
𝑡
0
𝑑𝑡 − 𝑫𝒅𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓̇                                     (2) 
Figure 4: Schematic representation of a natural neuron (left); Structure of an artificial neuron (right). 
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where 𝑫𝒑 = 𝑑𝑝𝑰𝒏, 𝑫𝒊 = 𝑑𝑖𝑰𝒏, 𝑫𝒅 = 𝑑𝑑𝑰𝒏 with 𝑑𝑝, 𝑑𝑖, 𝑑𝑑 constants, 𝑰𝒏 an nxn identity matrix and 
𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓 the difference between actual and desired control variable.  
𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓 = 𝒂𝒄𝒕𝒖𝒂𝒍 − 𝒅𝒆𝒔𝒊𝒓𝒆𝒅                                                (3) 
Adequate controller gains 𝑫𝒑, 𝑫𝒊, 𝑫𝒅 are essential for a satisfactory performance of the 
system. They are chosen a) through trial and error, manual tuning, b) using empirical 
approaches like Ziegler-Nichols method or c) based on process models. Setting to zero one or 
two of the gains, leads to special cases of the PID-controller: P-, PI- or PD-controllers. 
The advantages of the PID-controller include ease of design, simple structure and 
robustness. Its disadvantages include lack of process knowledge, limited adaptability due to 
fixed gains as well as poor performance for nonlinear systems (Slotine, 1991) (Spong, 1992) 
(Unbehauen, 2008). 
 
 
Figure 5: PID-controller. 
 
Computed Joint Torque-Controller 
Representative for conventional model-based controllers, a variant of computed joint torque-
controller with the control as in eq. (4) is used. Figure 6 illustrates this model-based controller. 
  𝒖 = 𝑴(𝒂𝒄𝒕𝒖𝒂𝒍)(𝒅𝒆𝒔𝒊𝒓𝒆𝒅̈ + 𝑫𝒑𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓 + 𝑫𝒅𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓̇ )                             (4)            
 
 
 
Figure 6: Computed Joint Torque-controller. 
Computed-torque control, also known as inverse dynamic control, is an effective model-
based strategy, for example in trajectory tracking of robotic manipulators. The required control 
torque is computed as a function of desired and actual control variables while taking into 
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account the system dynamic model. In contrast to PID-controllers, computed torque-controllers 
can handle nonlinearities as nonlinear system dynamics are compensated through feedback 
linearization. For the ideal case of known system models, linear, decoupled error dynamics 
with asymptotic stability are achieved. In practice, however, a trade-off between minimal 
response-time and overshoot has to be made. A further effect of physical actuator-limitations 
is a risk for instabilities. In addition, uncertain or changing model parameters negatively impact 
the performance and stability of the controller (Chen, 2012) (Craig, 2005) (Luh, 1980) 
(Markiewicz, 1973) (Peng, 2009) (Siciliano, 2008) (Siciliano, 2010) (Wang, 2011). 
 
 
 
2. 2 State-of-the-art: Position Control 
 
 
Together with pick-and-place tasks, trajectory tracking is the most common type of 
automation tasks (Giusti, 2018). Position control, i.e. the following of pre-defined positions by 
a robot end-effector has therefore triggered the interest of the scientific community. The 
interactions between manipulator and surrounding environment as required by these trajectory 
tracking applications engender the former’s movement to be constrained by the latter 
(Jankowski, 1999). A change in constraints between the end-effector of the robot and the 
environment brought about by the successive process-phases results in a switched nonlinear 
system, potentially undermining the stable behaviour (Liberzon, 2003). The system’s 
implementation in and interaction with the environment causes external disturbances which 
impact the stable system performance. In addition to external disturbances, system-inherent 
uncertainties deteriorate the overall system’s performance. They include ambiguous system 
parameters. The combination of these aspects impacting the stable controller-performance 
explains the scientific community’s continuing interest in trajectory tracking control problems. 
 
As far as model-free controllers are concerned, trajectory tracking problems were addressed 
by PID-controllers (Kawamura, 1988) (Qu, 1991) (Wen, 1990). Satisfactory performance in 
terms of position error can be achieved for basic manipulators and applications. The 
performance however is highly dependent on the gains and their tuning (Karayiannidis, 2012). 
The main drawback of this type of purely error-driven control is suboptimal performance. Their 
constant fixed parameters as well as their linearity make it hard to cope with either nonlinear, 
time-varying systems or disturbances. The lack of flexible adaptability and the impossibility to 
increase gains arbitrarily due to actuator limitations as well as the occurrence of instabilities 
and noise sensitivity (Kuc, 2000) (Siciliano, 2008) limit the application areas. (Alontseva, 2019) 
investigated surface tracking control for robot manipulators. The authors used linear models 
of robot tool dynamics. Finally, researchers and practitioners in the field agree that 
conventional controllers are not suited for freeform trajectory tracking in general and processes 
with highly nonlinear, coupled robotic systems in particular (Adar, 2016) (Cervantes, 2001) 
(Kuc, 2000) (Lee, 2001) (Siciliano, 2008). 
 
As far as model-based controllers are concerned, sliding mode control, SMC, is a prominent 
robust control strategy (Ginoya, 2015) (Liu, 2011). Being invariant to both external and internal 
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disturbances, the variable structure control method is chosen for controlling systems with 
strong nonlinearities as well as parametric and modelling uncertainties. A high-speed switching 
control law is used to first, guide the system’s state trajectory onto a user-defined sliding 
surface and to second, keep it on this sliding surface for subsequent times. This behaviour is 
depicted in Figure 7. (Yao, 1998) applied a sliding mode controller to robot manipulators. 
(Hackl, 2009) used sliding mode control for position- and velocity-tracking of robot joints. 
(Jasim, 2013) suggested to control a switched nonlinear system, i.e. a robotic manipulator with 
continuously switching constraints with an adaptive sliding mode controller. Although SMC is 
invariant to internal and external disturbances, two major drawbacks limit the performance or 
application areas for this type of variable structure control. The first drawback is chattering. 
These undesired oscillations result from imperfect control switchings. Keeping the system’s 
state trajectory on the smooth sliding surface would require infinitely fast switching. As in 
reality, switching is restricted to a finite frequency, an oscillation around the switching surface 
is observed. The second drawback is the need for a priori knowledge of function bounds. 
 
 
Figure 7: The principle of SMC - Sliding Mode Control. 
 
To improve the performance of SMC or conventional control algorithms in general and to 
focus on so far non-addressable control problems, combinations with robust, adaptive or 
intelligent controller-extensions were suggested. A combination of SMC and adaptive elements 
was applied to trajectory tracking for freeform grinding by (Klecker, 2016) (Klecker, 2016b). 
(Qu, 1995) suggested the combination of a conventional control law, either PD or computed 
torque law, with a robust estimator for a trajectory tracking application. Fuzzy logic-based 
extensions were suggested to overcome the drawbacks of SMC (Li, 2010) (Li, 2015) (Lian, 
2013) (Roopaei, 2009).  
 
A concept which triggered the interest of the dedicated scientific community is bio-inspiration. 
Bio-inspiration has been used in domains like control and then primarily for feedback control 
as well as in trajectory tracking. The fact that humans effortlessly control the poses of and the 
forces applied by their hands and tools, explains the interest in mimicking the human behaviour 
in the field (Kronander, 2014). An analogy with a human operator had also been established 
by (Navarro-Gonzalez, 2015). Key requirements pursued in intelligent control are often 
inspired on human capacities and comprise intuitive, robust, adaptive behaviour and fast 
training. (Tramper, 2013) studied the human’s combination of anticipation and ongoing 
feedback control for contour following tasks. The importance of feedback was also extensively 
stressed by (Tabot, 2014). (Huang, 2003) investigated how a contact force is adapted when it 
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suddenly deviates from the expected or desired force. In (Yin, 2004) the hierarchical 
architecture of the human tactility was imitated to make a robot track an unknown surface.  
 
In this context, the suggestion of bio-inspired controller-extensions is a logical consequence. 
Their key advantages are improved learning capabilities, fast training, robustness, reduced 
computational burden as well as intuitiveness. A strategy combining an intelligent adaptive 
neural controller with a robust compensator is proposed by (Yu, 2014). While the robust 
compensation control law accommodates external disturbances, the switching neural 
controller approximates uncertain system-internal parameters. Through a Lyapunov-based 
switching adaptive law, the latter allows the tracking of any bounded output function with the 
overall controller’s stability being guaranteed. An intelligent control-extension for SMC based 
on neural networks was presented by (Van Cuong, 2016). Reinforcement learning was applied 
to robot control by (Peters, 2008) and (Hester, 2011). The main limitations of this learning 
algorithm are the restriction to rather low-dimensional problems due to the nature of 
reinforcement learning itself and the complexity of memory, computation and sample (Strehl, 
2006). The need for an a priori specified reward function and usually required large number of 
samples are both time- and resource-consuming and therefore limit the application areas of 
reinforcement learning (Barto, 2019) (Deisenroth, 2015) (Duan, 2017) (Hester, 2011) (Koenig, 
2017) (Ng, 2000). Though reinforcement learning is a promising approach for facing the need 
for adaptable robot systems in heterogeneous applications and changing milieus, relevant 
applications showing efficiency and reliability are lacking in literature and industry (Polydoros, 
2017) (Riedmiller, 2018). The development of robust and easy to implement reinforcement 
learning algorithms remains a challenge in the field (Barto, 2019). 
 
With the aim to improve bio-inspired learning, (Lucas, 2004) developed a controller based 
on the emotional learning behaviour of the mammalian brain: BELBIC - Brain Emotional 
Learning Based Intelligent Control. The source of inspiration for this controller was the 
emotional learning behaviour of the Amygdala-Orbitofrontal system of the human brain and 
more precisely, Moren and Balkenius’ computational model of the abstracted human limbic 
system comprised of the amygdala and the orbitofrontal cortex (Balkenius 2001) (Morén, 
2000). Their work was inspired by the natural interplay of actuating amygdala and inhibiting 
orbitofrontal cortex. The core idea is to attach emotions to inputs and their corresponding 
outputs. A reward function, i.e., a positive emotion is attempted to be maximized through 
adaptation of current or future behaviour based on prior experiences. This is the innate 
behaviour which is observed throughout mammalians. The key advantages of this control 
strategy are improved learning capabilities, robustness and an intuitive algorithm. Figure 8 
illustrates the working principle of the BELBIC-concept. In the network like structure of the 
amygdalo-orbitofrontal system, the amygdala, the actuator, maps sensory stimuli to their linked 
emotional responses while the orbitofrontal cortex, the preventer, inhibits connections as a 
response to changing aspirations or environment. The emotional stimulus-response’s capacity 
to assist in making fast decisions is exploited in the framework of two-process learning and 
signal processing resulting in an action-generator (one output) based on sensory inputs and 
emotional cues (multiple inputs). 
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The BELBIC-control concept was applied to areas as diverse as induction motors 
(Daryabeigi, 2014) and mobile robotics (Sharbafi, 2010). (Yi, 2015) combined robust sliding 
mode control with an intelligent control element comprising an actuator and a preventer 
inspired on the mammalian limbic system.  
 
 
   Figure 8: The principle of BELBIC – Brain Emotional Learning Based Intelligent Control. 
 
The learning behaviour of the human brain inspired further developments in control 
engineering. Due to the complex nature of this biological system only a concise selection of its 
key-aspects has been retained for the development of control concepts. To learn action-
outcome relations and achieve goal-based recall of these actions, (Baldassarre, 2013) 
presented a system-level model. The authors incorporated processes related to intrinsic 
motivations, i.e. motivations not directly stimulated by extrinsic rewards as well as to the role 
of repetition bias, i.e. the natural tendency to repeat recent actions. (Frank, 2014)’s work 
focussed on reinforcement learning allowing an agent to learn a policy with the goal to 
maximize a reward-signal. The authors combined a low-level, reactive controller with a high-
level curious agent. Artificial curiosity contributes to the learning process by guiding exploration 
to areas where the agent can efficiently learn. The work was validated by a real-time motion 
planning task on a humanoid robot. (Merrick, 2012) implemented a goal-lifecycle and 
introspection for reinforcement learning. The aim was to make the system aware of when to 
learn what as well as of which acquired skills to keep either active, ignored or erased. (Franchi, 
2016) simulated the structure and interaction among amygdala, cortex and thalamus, i.e. three 
parts of the brain which play a key role in human cognitive development. In the field of 
developmental robotics, the authors designed a network for autonomous learning with the 
ability to generate new goals. The suggested method was validated on an active sensing 
activity. 
A variety of bio- and neuro-inspired features have been explored. These have neither all 
been structured as learning elements nor been implemented in control algorithms. The further 
development of these elements, their incorporation as learning extensions in robust control 
algorithms and the validation of deduced concepts for complex industrial applications in 
varying environments via simulation and experiments cannot be found in literature. Their 
combination is promising for addressing the remaining challenges in the field (Barto, 2019). 
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2.3 State-of-the-art: Estimation of Unknown Robot Parameters 
 
 
As far as trajectory tracking control is concerned, most of the suggested algorithms assume 
precise knowledge of the robot dynamics. Their use is restricted to robotic manipulators with 
well-known and measurable dynamic and kinematic parameters. In practice, however, this is 
hardly ever the case, particularly in use cases which involve direct interaction between the 
robot end-effector and its environment (Sünderhauf, 2018). For a successful practical 
implementation of the theoretically developed algorithm, robot dynamics need to be estimated. 
  
Different ideas to deal with uncertain, even unknown robot kinematics and dynamics can be 
found in the scientific literature. (da Silva, 2009) suggested a CA integrated design-framework 
for dealing with the control of machines with varying dynamics. (Ghalyan, 2016) (Jasim, 2014) 
worked on relaxing the need for knowing the precise, accurate robot dynamics through the use 
of fuzzy systems theory. In 1999, (Sun, 1999) suggested an adaptive fuzzy sliding mode 
control for trajectory tracking of robot manipulators with unknown nonlinear dynamics, 
combining the advantages of and overcoming the drawbacks of both fuzzy systems and sliding 
mode control. The fuzzy system was used here as an adaptive approximator for the robot’s 
nonlinear dynamics. In 1997, the authors had developed another methodology (Sun, 1997):  A 
neural network-based adaptive control concept for the same use case. In 2000, they presented 
an extension to their work (Sun, 2000), namely an estimation algorithm for the bounds on 
Neural Network approximation errors permitting the exclusion of the previously restricting 
bound assumption.  
 
Because of their function estimation- and learning-capacities and their real-time compatibility 
due to low computational costs, neural networks are predominantly implemented (Liu 2013).  
I.a. in (Jung, 2000). The authors showed a force tracking impedance controller extended with 
a single neural compensator able to compensate for uncertainties in robot dynamics as well 
as in environment position and stiffness. The chosen two-layer feedforward Neural Network 
was trained with specific signals for free space and contact motion respectively. (Li, 2013) (Lin, 
1996) (Xu, 2014) used neural networks to compensate for unknown dynamics. Feedforward 
neural networks were the base of the works by (Kumar, 2011) (Singh, 2013). (Ge, 1997) 
established his work on control of robotic manipulators with unknown dynamics also on Neural 
Networks. Through mathematical developments and numerical simulations, the authors 
showed that their algorithm based on Gaussian Radial Basis Function (RBF) networks 
achieved uniformly stable adaptation and asymptotical tracking without the need for a priori 
knowledge of robot dynamics or extensive, time-consuming training processes.   
 
Due to their universal approximation-capabilities, fast convergence, straightforward training 
and analysis due to a simple topology and easy implementation due to few interconnections, 
RBF-NNs are willingly used (Bass, 1994) (Park, 1991) (Tao, 2016) (Van Cuong, 2016). RBF-
NNs were applied to approximate nonlinear unknown robot dynamics (Lee, 2004) (Yu, 2014).  
Theoretical developments of advanced robot model approximation concepts are abundant 
in scientific literature. However, further research is required for real-life validated estimation 
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concepts. The interest lies in the simplest approximator not requiring training and guaranteeing 
satisfactory performance.  
 
The choice of the network parameters, i.e. the node-centres and widths of the function is 
essential for the accurate performance of the network (Lewis, 1995) (Lewis, 1996). The RBF-
NN is locally responsive, i.e. inputs which are close to the centre in the Euclidean sense 
strongly affect this node but not the others. The centres should be well selected according to 
the scope of the inputs, i.e. the values of the centres are to be suitably fixed and appropriately 
distributed in the input domain. The selected width influences the range over which a node is 
to have a significant activation. In the vast majority of research works, a priori selected centres 
and widths are kept fixed. Although it simplifies the analysis in dynamic systems, this approach 
presents some drawbacks (Bass, 1994) (Tao, 2016) (Wang, 2009). First, fixed parameters and 
therewith the mapping behaviour of the network do not reflect changes in the system which 
leads to suboptimal performance in dynamically changing environments. Because the 
parameters of the system under consideration may change over time, the neural network 
should be adapted online (Bass, 1994). Second, the initialization of the parameters is not 
straightforward. The arbitrary selection of values often practiced does not guarantee 
satisfactory performance. With well-fixed centres, a performance similar to the one of multi-
layered networks can be expected. The determination of these centres, in practice chosen 
from data points, however causes problems due to the excessive amount of data to process 
(Chen, 1990). The determination of parameters through trial-and-error is also practiced (Xu, 
2014). Real-time computation of parameters based on observed data could be extended from 
weights to function parameters (Van Cuong, 2016). The remaining challenge consists in 
reducing the dependence on a priori initialized and fixed network parameters. 
 
Together with parameter initialization, stability is a challenge during the implementation of 
neural networks. Several research works addressed this issue through combinations of neural 
networks and robustifying elements. Using sliding mode control to stabilize a neural network 
was suggested. The downsides were the occurrence of chattering, i.e. undesired oscillations, 
high control efforts and the need for a priori knowledge of system limits (Bass, 1994) (Van 
Cuong, 2016). As an extension, (Ren, 2007) suggested merging a neural network with a 
combination of a PD- and a sliding mode controller (SMC). The aim of the PD and the SMC 
was to first bring the system’s output into the targeted regions and to second provide 
robustness. The multilayer feedforward NN with input modification was used to approximate 
the system’s desired output and improve its global performance. A stabilizing extension for 
neural networks was applied to robot manipulators with unknown dynamics (He, 2018) (Sun, 
2011). A two-fold control concept was also suggested by (Lee, 2004) and (Singh, 2013): a 
function approximator based on Neural Networks for estimating unknown robot dynamics was 
combined with an auxiliary controller for compensating for uncertainties and approximation 
errors.  
 
Further research is required on the merging of robust control algorithms and model 
approximators for a global stable and efficient system performance. 
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2.4 State-of-the-art: Combined Position and Force Control 
 
 
Most manufacturing tasks require the robotic end-effector to interact with its environment 
which results in contact situations and constrained movements, i.e. the robotic manipulator 
cannot move freely in all directions. Constraints include natural constraints due to the 
specificities of the environment as well as artificial constraints due to and characteristic of the 
desired task. Varying or switching constraints are due to successive discrete or continuous 
phases in a task. By their nature, the control of constrained tasks requires the simultaneous 
control of pose and wrench (Phillips, 2016). Pure position control cannot cope with these 
complex contact-rich tasks because already slight deviations from the desired trajectory can 
lead to errors in the desired forces and torques (Abu-Dakka, 2015) (Kronander, 2014). In 
addition to the position, the applied contact force has to be controlled (Hazara, 2017). When 
the application of specific forces is required, stiff position controllers are insufficient (Siciliano, 
2008). In this sense, contact-rich manipulation tasks that involve interactions with the 
environment are especially challenging (Englert, 2018) (Fu, 2016) (Kramberger, 2017) 
(Kronander, 2014). Pure force control on the other hand can lead to contact instabilities at an 
increased speed (Newman, 1999). This is the explanation for the interest in combined force- 
and position-control. Related to this control problem, two areas of concern arise. The first 
concern deals with the appropriate concept or algorithm for the combined control of force- and 
position-signals. The second question is how to obtain the desired reference position- and 
force-signals, i.e. the controller inputs. 
 
Combined position- force-control and its extensions have been a topic of interest in the 
control community for the past decades. (Pagilla, 2001) implemented an event-based control 
switching strategy for a surface finishing process. The different process phases are identified 
and tackled with a respectively adapted control algorithm. In the 1990s, hybrid position- force-
control (You, 1996) and its application to redundant robots in constrained tasks (Jankowski, 
1999) were presented. For interaction tasks with rigid surfaces in the presence of uncertainties, 
an extension was suggested by (Pliego-Jiménez, 2015). Based on local estimations of 
constraint parameters and force measurements, the constraint surface was approximated and 
the trajectory modified online. For contact tasks with compliant planar surfaces, a passivity-
based controller was developed (Siciliano, 1996). (Park, 2008) combined auto surface tracking 
algorithms and active compliant motion control to follow a surface and control the contact force 
between end-effector and workpiece. Motivated by the concern about robustness, (Ha, 2004) 
extended a hybrid position- force-controller with an adaptive scheme to estimate uncertainty-
bounds. (Kiguchi, 2000) suggested a fuzzy neural position-force-controller. The algorithm was 
applied to a grinding task executed by a 2DOF planar robot while neglecting the approach 
phase. The transition from non-contact to contact situation was often omitted in control 
development processes (Siciliano, 1996). The separation of position- and force-controllers has 
been described i.a. in (Von Wattenwyl, 2001) where a decoupling in independent position- and 
force-control-loops was suggested. A hybrid algorithm comprising a closed-loop position- and 
an open-loop force-controller was applied to a grinding application (Fazeli, 2012). In the normal 
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direction, a switch between position- and force-control was implemented. A neural network 
based hybrid position- force-controller with separate NN compensators along both force and 
motion controlled directions was suggested by (Ziauddin, 1994). (Moghadam, 2014) 
(Moghadam, 2014b) developed a hierarchical optimal position- force-control algorithm for 
contour tracking by CNC-machines.  
 
One of the most promising approaches for the simultaneous control of force- and position-
signals in this context is parallel control, i.e. a position- and a force-controller acting in parallel, 
if applicable with a priority strategy. Both independent controllers yield control torque 
commands which are summed up. Parallel control has been the subject of repeated research 
efforts over the past decades. Based on the interactions of controller, robot arm and 
environment, (Chiaverini, 1993) developed a dynamic parallel force- position-control for 
constrained motions with an elastic environment. (Ferguene, 2009) extended a conventional 
parallel force- position-controller with a 3-layer feed-forward neural network to compensate for 
uncertain or varying robot dynamics and environments. The intended application areas ranged 
from curved surfaces to unknown environmental stiffness. (Karayiannidis, 2007) 
(Karayiannidis, 2010) suggested adaptive concepts for position- force-control in compliant and 
frictional contacts in the presence of uncertainties in models, end effector-orientation and 
environment. (Yin, 2012) based his tracking controller on a human analogy, i.e. on the human’s 
approach to finger tracking in the absence of visual feedback. For the tracking of an unknown 
surface, the authors relied on the concepts of moving frames and vector-variations. (Lange, 
2013) presented a parallel position-based force- torque-control scheme taking into account 
couplings between forces and torques, sensor and environment, constrained configurations, 
compliances in robot as well as the effects due to impact forces. An experimental validation 
completed the work.  
The implementation of combined robust and bio-inspired control-elements as discussed in 
2.2 is left to be investigated in parallel control for combined position and torque control. 
 
In the area concerned with the acquisition of the controller inputs, two methods are 
predominant. Whereas the first one relies on theoretical knowledge in abstract form, the 
second one aims to translate human expertise in a robot program.  
 
In the case of non-parametrized trajectories, the first approach makes use of knowledge 
extracted from CAD/CAM-files. The idea is to provide the robot with the geometry to be 
followed, avoiding the exclusive reliance on sensory information. Information from CAD/CAM-
files being only readily useable by CNC-machines, it has to be translated in order to be 
readable and useable by a robotic manipulator. A variety of commercially available software 
deals with this translation (KUKA, 2017) (Octopuz) (Robotmaster). The technology package 
KUKA CAM.Rob allows the machining by robots based upon data created from conventional 
CAD-files. Practical applications are mainly found in milling, coating and polishing of shaped 
workpieces. This method was developed and verified only for the big industrial KUKA KR 
robots and for highly specific applications. The use of similar technology packages is therefore 
restricted to individual robots and use cases and not applicable to the majority of automation 
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tasks. This method can only be applied for workpieces with known geometries. These have to 
be available in CAD-format. Additionally, the closeness of these commercial solutions restricts 
their potential for research and further development. 
 
The objective of the second approach is to mimic a human operator’s behaviour. Behavioural 
cloning is a type of imitation learning, where the idea is to use supervised learning in a 
straightforward manner to learn from demonstrations. The need for more advanced control 
algorithms came from the method’s inability to adapt or to overcome problems arising from 
small disturbances or uncertainties (Arulkumaran, 2017). Traditional industrial robotic systems 
lack methods for intuitive transfer of human expertise. This translation is a challenging task 
(Perzylo, 2019). A combination with reinforcement learning was suggested (Hester, 2017). 
(Skubic, 2000) used a hybrid control model composed of a low-level force control and a higher-
level discrete event control to teach robots assembly skills from human demonstration. By 
reacting to changes in force-based qualitative states rather than to absolute positional 
information, the suggested method is based on contact formations, i.e. force-based discrete 
states describing qualitatively the established contact. Arbitrary forces were tracked using 
iterative learning (Gams, 2014). (Zhang, 2003) transferred and adapted knowledge from one 
task to another in a human-like language of fuzzy control rules. (Khansari, 2016) extracted 
desired forces from data analysis. (Xu, 2007) computed forces via an algebraic function of 
states and constraints for a sensor-less position- and force-control. (Oba, 2016) discussed the 
acquisition and replication of polishing skills of a human worker represented as tool trajectory, 
tool posture and polishing force. These variables which were controlled independently and 
simultaneously formed the input to the controller. (Abu-Dakka, 2015) presented a concept for 
adaptive learning of contact-based manipulation tasks. The authors suggested a scheme for 
online modifications to match desired reference position- and force-profiles. The latter were 
obtained from programming by demonstration and encoded with dynamic movement 
primitives. (Yang, 2018) facilitated human-to-robot skill transfer through subdivision of global 
skills and subsequent regulation of subskills. The authors further included an estimation of 
human limb stiffness into their variable impedance control scheme of the robot for the skill 
transfer. 
 
The most straightforward method to transfer know-how from human operators to robotic 
manipulators is by showing the desired behaviour. (Rozo, 2013) used Programming by 
Demonstration (PbD). Based on Gaussian mixture theory, a single model encompassed both, 
desired positions and forces. The interest of PbD and kinaesthetic teaching for automating 
complex manipulation tasks was also pointed out by (Koenig, 2017) (Siciliano, 2008). This 
supervised method enables robots to be programmed intuitively by non-experts. Intuitiveness 
is one of the key elements required for the future of flexible robotic applications in dynamic 
environments alongside humans (Villani, 2018). According to (Johnson, 2019), the highest 
potential of new technologies and especially of AI, consists in teaming intelligence, i.e. in fully 
integrating automation into human work practice instead of taking the human out of the loop 
and resorting to fully automated systems. The benefits of combining human and artificial 
intelligence were discussed from the points of view of state, structure, skills and strategy. 
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Programming by demonstration aims to leverage human expertise to teach robots via guided 
examples. (Koenig, 2017) combined learning from demonstration with life-long learning in a 
concept for continually learning and adapting in a robot programming framework. The work 
was based on influence diagrams. (Kormushev, 2011) used torque-based kinaesthetic 
teaching on lightweight robots as an intuitive and user-friendly method to transfer skills from 
human operators to robots. The authors considered both position and force aspects. (Kober, 
2015) suggested a hybrid position-force-control scheme based on kinaesthetic teaching. 
(Zhang, 2018) developed a task-agnostic machine learning approach for robotic assembly 
tasks. Cartesian poses and wrenches which were recorded via kinaesthetic teaching formed 
the input for the system. The research of the Institute of Robotics and Mechatronics of the 
German Aerospace Center focussed on torque-controlled lightweight robots. One of their 
designs is the KUKA LWR showcasing a zero gravity mode. This mode allows the user to 
operate the robot arm naturally as if it had no weight (Albu-Schäffer, 2007). These 
developments were among others used in the works of (Khansari, 2016) (Kramberger, 2017) 
(Montebelli, 2015) (Rey, 2018) (Zhang, 2018). The subdivision of desired position- and force-
profiles was a topic in various research works. (Kormushev, 2011) addressed first the desired 
position- and then the force-profiles in an ironing application requiring varying stiffness. The 
subdivision of a manipulation task into kinematic- and force-driven phases was employed in 
(Lee, 2015). In the suggested control algorithm a trade-off between position- and force-error 
depending on the stage of the task was implemented. Based on demonstrations acquired via 
kinaesthetic guiding, (Kramberger, 2017) statistically generalized position-, orientation- and 
force-/torque-profiles to compute adapted control policies for contact-rich assembly tasks. The 
authors validated their method on an impedance controlled KUKA LWR4+-robot manipulator. 
(Akgun, 2016) focused on the humans’ goal-oriented approach to improve a reinforcement 
learning based concept for learning from demonstration. The authors differentiated between 
learned actions and learned goals, i.e. rewards. (Kalakrishnan, 2011) divided desired position- 
and force-profiles. Here, the latter were addressed through reinforcement learning. A model-
based reinforcement-learning algorithm combining prior experience encoded in a neural 
network dynamics model, online adaptation and planning based on model predictive control 
was applied to manipulation skills (Fu, 2016). (Kober, 2011) also made use of reinforcement 
learning to adapt to new situations trying to reduce the amount of required prior knowledge. 
(Hazara, 2017) used PbD and a Dynamic Movement Primitives extractor for an intuitive 
simultaneous recording of position and force signals. The authors combined this step with a 
Cartesian impedance controller and a reinforcement learning-based optimizer for addressing 
in-contact skills via control of position and normal force. Their concept was validated on a 
KUKA LWR4+ with additional force/torque sensor for planing wood boards. The major 
drawbacks of reinforcement learning are the need for an a priori specified reward function as 
well as the large number of samples which is usually required for a satisfying performance 
(Barto, 2019) (Deisenroth, 2015) (Duan, 2017) (Koenig, 2017) (Ng, 2000). The motivations for 
the work were the high costs of experience as their generation generally is time-consuming 
and requires the involvement of humans. A similar motivation was at the base of the works of 
(Domroes, 2013) (Duan, 2017) (Englert, 2018) (Martínez, 2017) (Navarro-Gonzalez, 2015) 
(Silver, 2017). (Englert, 2018) implemented reinforcement learning to allow a robot to perform 
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a manipulation task with objectives and only a single demonstration as input. (Duan, 2017) 
developed a meta-learning framework based on NN to learn and control a task using only one 
or very few demonstrations. The concept of one-shot imitation learning was here applied to a 
family of block stacking tasks. (Martínez, 2017) suggested an algorithm based on rule analysis 
and relational reinforcement learning which asked for teacher demonstrations only when a 
significant improvement was expected.  
 
There is a need for generating controller-inputs with kinaesthetic teaching ensuring the 
transfer of human know-how to the automated system. In this context, the compatibility of 
kinaesthetic teaching and robust adaptable control algorithms is essential as well as the 
simplification of the PbD-step.  
 
 
 
2.5 Discussion and Concluding Summary 
 
 
The present part reviews this chapter’s previous parts, i.e. the literature surveys on position 
control, estimation of unknown robot models, combined position and force control with a focus 
on the identified shortcomings. From this, the scientific gaps or areas for further research are 
clearly elaborated and the link is laid to the third chapter. 
 
For the trajectory tracking control problem in the case of known robot parameters, model-
based sliding mode control has proven to be a prominent choice thanks to robustness and 
invariance to external and internal uncertainties. Mostly, control algorithms are validated on 
simple continuous path following tasks in ideal conditions. The discontinuous tracking of 
complex freeform surfaces results in the presence of switching constraints, including 
transitions from free space to contact situations, and impedes the robust performance of the 
suggested controllers. Uncertainties and disturbances affect the robustness and stability in 
real-life scenarios. In this context, they should be included in simulations and controllers 
validated in both simulation and real-life experiments. Controller-extensions have been 
suggested to address these issues and overcome the drawbacks of SMC: need for a priori 
knowledge of function bounds and chattering. Reinforcement learning is a promising approach. 
Validated freeform trajectory tracking in industrial applications, however, are missing. Bio-
inspired algorithms are optimal due to their intuitiveness and because they take advantage 
from the natural evolution. A variety of bio- and neuro-inspired features have been explored by 
the scientific community. These have neither all been structured as learning elements nor been 
implemented in control algorithms. The further development of these elements, their 
incorporation as learning extensions in robust control algorithms and the validation of deduced 
concepts for complex industrial applications in varying environments via simulation and 
experiments cannot be found in literature. Combining sliding mode control and bio-inspired 
learning controller-extension is suggested for an advanced trajectory tracking application in 
the presence of switching constraints and uncertainties. An advanced neuro-inspired 
reinforcement learning algorithm is to overcome the excessive need for samples and memory-
costs. 
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Uncertain or unknown robot models make a straightforward implementation of model-based 
control algorithms impossible. For the necessary approximation of the unknown nonlinear 
robot dynamics, theoretical developments of advanced concepts are abundant in scientific 
literature. I.a. artificial neural networks have been widely investigated. Although the mentioned 
publications showed promising results for robotic control, the results have mainly exclusively 
been obtained in numerical simulations. The majority of simulations have been performed for 
n-link-robot arms with n=2. However, for n>2, model-parameters affect the performance of the 
system more considerably and their initialization becomes even more critical (Krabbes, 1999) 
(Yu, 2014). Further research is therefore required for real-life validated estimation concepts. 
There is an interest in the simplest approximator not requiring training and guaranteeing 
satisfactory performance. The main shortcoming of NNs is the need for its parameters to be 
appropriately predefined and initialized. Real-time computation and adaptation of parameters 
based on observed data was extended from weights to function parameters (Van Cuong, 
2016). To overcome this deficiency the estimation of unknown robot dynamics parameters 
through a RBF-NN with adaptive parameters is suggested in combination with robust control 
elements. Further research is required on the interlocking of robust model-based control 
algorithms and model approximators for a globally stable and efficient system performance. 
 
Programming by Demonstration and kinaesthetic teaching are prominent methods for skill 
transfer between humans and robots due to their intuitiveness and ease of application. 
Recording desired signals with kinaesthetic teaching ensures the transfer of human know-how 
to the automated system. PbD is preferred to the more conventional method of generating 
input-signals from CAD/CAM-files due to the limited range of applications of the latter. The use 
of kinaesthetic teaching is combined with adaptive control algorithms to provide a stable, 
adaptive and intuitive automation. The compatibility of kinaesthetic teaching and robust 
adaptable control algorithms is essential as well as the simplification of the PbD-step. 
Combining PbD and sliding mode control elements with extended neuro-inspired 
reinforcement learning elements in a parallel control setting is intended to overcome the 
shortcomings identified in existing control-approaches. The areas of application of robotic 
manipulators has to be extended to complex multiaxial in-contact tasks. 
 
 
2.5.1 Scientific Gap 
 
 
A lack in experimentally proven control algorithms for position and combined position- 
torque- control for complex trajectory tracking applications has been identified. Discontinuities, 
switching constraints and uncertainties have only dissatisfyingly been addressed. Performance 
in terms of reduced average error signals over the total process time has not been focussed 
on. The limiting factors of the estimation of potentially unknown models through Neural 
Networks were their fixed parameters. Robustness, adaptive bio-inspired learning and human 
expertise have only separately been addressed. Validations beyond numerical simulations on 
simple robots are desirable.
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3 Research Question 
 
 
The purpose of the third chapter is to explain how the identified scientific gaps are going to 
be filled. This is done in three phases, each answering a specific question (Figure 9).  
The research questions are directly deduced from the gaps identified in 2.5.1. This section 
answers the question what is researched in the present work. 
The scientific hypothesis answers the question how, with which concepts the research 
questions are addressed. 
In the third phase, the question is: how or by what means will the hypothesis be confirmed? 
 
 
Figure 9: Structure of chapter 3 Research Question. 
 
Research Questions 
 Can freeform trajectories (successions of straight, convex and concave segments) in 
the presence of switching constraints and uncertainties (transitions from free space 
to in-contact-situations and external disturbances) be tracked with a performance of 
reduced absolute mean position error (<0.3 rad)? 
 How can robustness be combined with adaptability? 
 How can the dependence on a priori knowledge of robot model parameters be 
eliminated? 
 Can desired forces be applied at specified positions on the tracked trajectory? 
Performance evaluation through reduced absolute mean torque error (<0.1 Nm). 
 How can be taken advantage of human expertise? 
 
Scientific Hypothesis 
This work investigates the following hypothesis: 
A position and force/torque control algorithm combining robustness characteristic of 
conventional robot-control with adaptability typical for humans is able to answer the research 
questions related to the control problem of complex trajectory tracking in adverse conditions.  
 
Research Methodology 
The question answered in this part is: ‘how, by what means are the solutions to the research 
questions to be found and the scientific hypothesis to be confirmed?’. The main aspects of the 
research methodology can be grouped and detailed as follows: 
 Synergizing classical control concepts appreciated for their robustness with bio-
inspired learning algorithms known for their adaptability allows the fusion of the 
concepts’ respective advantages. Complex trajectory tracking can be addressed via 
1) a combination of SMC and BELBIC, 
2) a combination of SMC and an extension based on reinforcement learning. 
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 The control algorithms are to be invariant to unknown robot models. This is to be 
achieved either through model-free algorithms or through approximating the robot 
dynamic parameters in model-based concepts. This is done 
1)  as a single nonlinear robot function to reduce the estimation burden and the impact 
of approximation errors, 
2) using a simple perceptron NN-model for the ease of design and implementation, 
3) with online update-laws for the NN-parameters to overcome the drawback of a 
priori fixed parameters. 
Stability and performance (absolute mean position error <0.3 rad and torque error 
<0.1 Nm) are not affected by the lack of knowledge about the robot model. 
 Combined position and force/torque control can optimally be addressed via 
1) a parallel concept with independent position and torque controller-halves, 
2) each controller-half combining robust control with an adaptive reinforcement-
based learning element. 
 Human expertise can be included through 
1) following the human operators’ bottom-up approach of subdividing the 
comprehensive control challenge into a) trajectory tracking and b) trajectory tracking 
with force/torque application, 
2) using desired position- and torque-signals originating from kinaesthetic teaching 
as input for the control concept. 
 In order to assess the stability and performance (absolute mean position error <0.3 
rad and torque error <0.1 Nm) of the developed control concepts beyond theory and 
simulation, real-world experiments are performed. 
 
 
Figure 10: Overview of State-of-the-art, Research Questions, Hypothesis and Methodology. 
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4 Two-Steps-Approach for Performance-Evaluation 
 
 
A theoretical derivation and stability analysis are first steps in the development of a novel 
control algorithm. As assessment of the performance of the suggested algorithm either 
simulations or lab-tests can be performed. Because both strategies bear advantages and 
disadvantages, the presented setup for validation combines both.  
The implemented performance-evaluation strategy follows a two-steps-approach.  
The first step is a numerical simulation. The simulation-software Matlab/Simulink is chosen 
because of its widespread use in academia and industry and because of its features (i.a. wide 
design space, combination of textual and graphical programming, matrix manipulation and 
graph plotting features). Although a simulation cannot offer all the elements encountered in a 
real-life setting it gives a good indication of the performance of a controller. The simulation is 
performed on one of the simplest forms of robotic manipulators: a 2D planar RR-robot arm. 
Although the goal is to implement the control algorithms on a much more complex robotic 
manipulator, the simple RR-arm contains most elements of the more advanced manipulators. 
A simulation of a 2-link robot allows to conclude whether the validation steps should be 
pursued.  
In the second step, the control-algorithms are implemented on a robot in the university-
laboratory. The experimental evaluation is performed on a KUKA LWR4+. Due to its size and 
morphology which resembles that of a human arm, this manipulator is well suited for replacing 
the human operator and its relatively small payload is no issue for the intended surface 
finishing processes. The rather open architecture and the FRI allow the implementation of own 
controllers in a widespread programming language. Further, kinaesthetic teaching is enabled 
by the features of the manipulator. The objective is to work without additional sensors. 
 
This chapter describes both setups which will then be used in chapters 5 and 6. 
 
 
 
4.1 Simulation Setup  
 
 
As performance-assessment of the suggested control scheme, the controller will be verified 
through simulation using the Matlab/Simulink-environment. For the simulation a two-link planar 
robotic manipulator with revolute joints as shown in Figure 11 is used.  
 
 
Figure 11: 2-link planar RR-robot arm as considered in the simulations.  
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For this manipulator the inertia, centripetal/Coriolis and gravity terms are given in eq. (5), (6) 
and (7), respectively (Shah, 2009). 
[
𝑀11 𝑀12
𝑀21 𝑀22
] 
𝑀11 = 𝑗1 + 𝑚2𝑙1
2       
𝑀12 = 𝑚2𝑙1𝑙𝑐2𝑐21      
𝑀21 = 𝑚2𝑙1𝑙𝑐2𝑐21       
𝑀22 = 𝑗2 + 𝑚2𝑙𝑐2
2                                                      (5) 
[
𝐶11 𝐶12
𝐶21 𝐶22
]  
𝐶11 = 0        
𝐶12 = −𝑚2𝑙1𝑙𝑐2𝑠21      
𝐶21 = 𝑚2𝑙1𝑙𝑐2𝑠21       
𝐶22 = 0                                                                          (6) 
[
𝐺1
𝐺2
] 
𝐺1 = 𝑚1𝑔𝑙𝑐1𝑐1 + 𝑚2𝑔𝑙1𝑐1       
𝐺2 = −𝑚2𝑙𝑐2𝑔𝑐2               (7) 
with 𝑚1,𝑚2 = 1𝑘𝑔 and 𝑙1,𝑙2 = 1𝑚 the masses and lengths of links 1 and 2, 𝑔 = 9.8𝑚/𝑠
2 the 
gravitational acceleration. 𝑙𝑐1 and 𝑙𝑐2 are the distances of the respective link’s centre of mass 
from the source end. 𝑗1 and 𝑗2 are the moments of inertia of both links about their respective 
centres of mass. Further, 𝑠1 = sin (𝑞1),𝑠2 = sin (𝑞2),𝑐1 = cos (𝑞1),𝑐2 = cos (𝑞2),𝑠21 = sin (𝑞2 −
𝑞1),𝑐21 = cos (𝑞2 − 𝑞1). 
 
 
 
4.2 Experimental Setup 
 
 
As a demonstration of the performance of the suggested controller in real-world applications 
beyond numerical simulation, it will be implemented on a KUKA Lightweight Robot (LWR), a 
7DOF- KUKA LWR4+ (Bischoff, 2010). Bio-inspired by the human arm and with a payload of 
7 kg and its 7 axes, all equipped with internal position- as well as force-/torque-sensors, this 
redundant robot offers a range of features which are essential for the considered application. 
The seven revolute joints of the industrial robot are driven by brushless motors via harmonic 
drives. The specificities are indicated in Table 1. The working envelope is described in Figure 
12. By default, the KUKA LWR 4+-robot is programmed via its attached controller and teach 
pendant in KRL-KUKA Robot Language (Figure 13 (left)). The implementation and validation 
of the suggested control scheme requires a more flexible and advanced programming 
environment. The LWR’s possibility to connect to and communicate with an external PC 
through the FRI (Fast Research Interface) is used (Figure 13 (right)). The latter is a software-
option provided by KUKA for experimental work in research-laboratories. The software 
configures a UDP socket communication for a binary data transfer with a cyclic timeframe in 
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the range of 1 to 100 ms. The use of UDP socket communication is well suited for this use 
case due to its speed. It allows data exchange to and from the external computer, e.g. reading 
and writing: measurements from the robot-sensors are read by the PC and commands 
programmed in C++-language are sent from the PC to the robot (Figure 14) (KUKA, 2011) 
(Schreiber, 2010). Figure 15 shows the working principle of the FRI. The communication is 
ensured through two different modi: monitor and command mode. Through the order 
‘FRIOPEN’ monitor mode is started where the robot can only be observed by the external PC, 
i.e. sensor measurements can be read. Through the order ‘FRISTART’ and only when the 
communication quality is sufficient command mode can be started. In this mode an interaction 
with KRL-programs as well as the execution of customer programs written in C++-language 
from the external PC are possible. This can be done in cartesian impedance, joint impedance 
or joint position control modes.    
 
Table 1: Specifications of the KUKA LWR4+. 
Controller KR C2 lr 
Mounting flange A 6 DIN ISO 9409-1-A 50 
Mounting position Any 
Number of axes 7 
Payload 7 kg 
Repeatability (ISO 9283) ± 0.05 mm 
Weight (- controller), approximately 16 kg 
Wrist variant In-line wrist 
Axis data Motion range Speed with 
rated payload 
Maximum 
torque 
Axis A1 (J1) ± 170° 110°/s 176 Nm 
Axis A2 (J2) ± 120° 110°/s 176 Nm 
Axis E1 (J3) ± 170° 128°/s 100 Nm 
Axis A3 (J4) ± 120° 128°/s 100 Nm 
Axis A4 (J5) ± 170° 204°/s 100 Nm 
Axis A5 (J6) ± 120° 184°/s 38 Nm 
Axis A6 (J7) ± 170° 184°/s 38 Nm 
Figure 12: Axes-nomination of the KUKA LWR4+ (KUKA, 2012) (left); Description of the work envelope of the 
KUKA LWR4+ (right). 
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Figure 13: Programming of the KUKA LWR4+ through the teach pendant (left); Or through an external PC via the 
FRI-Fast Research Interface (right) (Schreiber, 2010). 
 
 
 
Figure 14: Data exchange between the KUKA LWR4+ and the external PC. 
 
 
 
Figure 15: Working principle of the FRI-Fast Research Interface (Schreiber, 2010). 
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The KUKA LWR4+ is equipped with a zero gravity and gravity compensation mode (Albu-
Schäffer, 2007). This mode allows a human operator to move the robot arm as if it had no 
weight and is specifically beneficial in a Programming by Demonstration-framework via 
kinaesthetic teaching. Torque-based kinaesthetic teaching is a user-friendly programming 
method for the KUKA lightweight robot. In contrast to tele-operation or hard-coded 
programming, two of the most common robot programming alternatives, kinaesthetic teaching 
is more intuitive as it allows the non-expert user to obtain direct feedback of the robot’s body 
limitations and hence guarantees a certain first-hand perception of the task (Koenig, 2017) 
(Kormushev, 2011). The use of a robot arm like the KUKA LWR4+ allows the application of 
these methods without the use of additional sensors (Kramberger, 2017). 
The features of the KUKA lightweight robot manipulator described in this chapter are used 
during the experimental validation of the developed control concepts. Figure 16 shows the test 
stand including a KUKA LWR4+ with a specifically designed and manufactured end-
effector/tool and a metal workpiece. The freeform workpiece comprises a succession of 
concave, convex and straight surfaces. This test stand was built in the university-laboratory for 
experimental validation of control algorithms for automated constrained manufacturing tasks. 
Figure 17 shows the kinaesthetic teaching process. All experiments were performed in the 
‘Joint Impedance’ control mode. 
 
Figure 16: Test stand with the KUKA LWR4+ performing a trajectory tracking operation.
Figure 17: Kinaesthetic teaching. 
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5 Position Control 
 
 
The fifth chapter is dedicated to the first sub-challenge which was identified in 1.1.4, namely 
path following, position control. The tracking of complex freeform-trajectories by robotic 
manipulators is essential to many manufacturing processes like grinding, welding, polishing or 
gluing. Besides pick-and-place operations, path following is the most common type of 
automation tasks (Giusti, 2018). With conventional controllers satisfactory performance is 
obtained for basic constrained motions and therefore they are still widely used in industry. The 
use of these conventional control schemes is however restricted to robotic manipulators with 
well-known dynamic and kinematic parameters following rather simple continuous paths in a 
disturbance-free environment. The desire to extend position control to robotic manipulators 
with unknown parameters following discontinuous freeform paths in the presence of 
disturbances explains the interest in the trajectory tracking control problem. 
 
The purposes of this chapter are first to define the addressed position control problem with 
the requirements for its solution and second to develop and validate appropriate control 
algorithms. The structure of the chapter is illustrated in Figure 19. 
The first part, 5.1, describes the position control challenge. First, the problem is formulated. 
Second, the requirements are deduced from the research question (chapter 3), the application 
area (chapter 1) and the gaps identified in the state-of-the-art (2.5). Third, the modus operandi 
is introduced.  
The subsequent parts, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 present the suggested control concepts using the 
established modus operandi. 5.2 develops the model-based BELBIC-SMC algorithm. 5.3 
suggests the BELBIC-SMC-NN algorithm comprising a neural network-based extension for 
estimating unknown robot model parameters. In 5.4, an extended algorithm is suggested which 
eases the need for fixed initialized variables and thereby facilitates the implementation. The 
iterative bottom-up procedure of parts 5.2 to 5.4 is twofold. Starting from the least complex use 
case in 5.2, difficulties impacting the performance of the control concepts are added step by 
step. In 5.3, the case of unknown robot model parameters is additionally addressed. In 5.4, the 
goal is to ease the need for fixed initialized variables thereby facilitating implementation on 
different systems and for different applications. Moreover, in ascending order, the suggested 
algorithms are further from concepts found in literature as presented in chapter 2. 
In 5.5, the results of this chapter are summarized and discussed. 
 
 
Figure 18: Situation of chapter 5 Position Control. 
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Figure 19: Structure of chapter 5 Position Control. 
 
 
 
5.1 Problem Formulation 
 
 
Conventional controllers exhibit satisfactory performance for a range of industrial use cases. 
Their use however is restricted to robotic manipulators with a priori known dynamic and 
kinematic parameters following continuous paths in a disturbance-free environment. Figure 20 
recapitulates the circumstances which adversely impact the stable trajectory tracking of a 
system and therefore ask for more advanced control algorithms. The interactions between 
manipulator and surrounding environment as required by contact-based applications engender 
the former’s movement to be constrained by the latter. Changes in constraints due to freeform 
geometries, i.e. successions of free space and contact situations, convex, concave and 
straight paths with a certain amount of uncertainty result in a switched nonlinear system. 
Further, robot-manufacturers’ reticence concerning their products’ kinematics and dynamics, 
uncertainties in the used models and external disturbances considerably affect the trajectory 
tracking performance. Therefore trajectory tracking control still requires some research in order 
to be applicable for more complex use cases.  
 
Figure 20: Effects impeding the overall stable system-performance in real world trajectory tracking applications 
(Touchlab UCL, 2014). 
 
This thesis addresses the discontinuous freeform trajectory tracking control problem of 
robotic manipulators in the presence of switching constraints. The dynamics of the considered 
n-link robotic manipulator with switching constraints and disturbances can be expressed in 
Lagrange form: 
  𝑴(𝒒)?̈? + 𝑪(𝒒, ?̇?)?̇? + 𝑮(𝒒) = 𝒖 + 𝑸𝑖 + 𝒅                               (8) 
with 𝒒, ?̇?, ?̈?  ∈  𝑅𝑛  link position, velocity and acceleration, 𝑴(𝒒) ∈ 𝑅𝑛𝑥𝑛 the inertia matrix, 
𝑪(𝒒, ?̇?) ∈ 𝑅𝑛𝑥𝑛 the centripetal/Coriolis terms, 𝑮(𝒒) ∈ 𝑅𝑛 the gravitational torque-vector,          
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𝒖 ∈ 𝑅𝑛 the applied input torque. Interactions between manipulator and surrounding 
environment engender the former’s movement to be constrained by the latter. The succession 
of discrete or continuous phases in a manufacturing process leads to a change in constraints 
between robot end-effector and environment. The transition from free space to contact 
situation is a common example. These varying constraints interfere to a more considerable 
extent with the overall system’s stability than fixed constraints (Liberzon, 2003). The result is 
a switched nonlinear system. Here 𝑸𝑖 ∈ 𝑅
𝑛 is the global constraint force, 𝑸𝑖 = 𝑱
𝑇(𝒒)𝑫𝑖
𝑇(𝜶)𝝀 
where 𝑱(𝒒) ∈ 𝑅𝑛𝑥6 is the manipulator’s Jacobian, 𝝀 ∈ 𝑅𝑚 is the vector of Lagrange multipliers 
and 𝑫𝑖(𝜶) =
𝛿𝝓𝑖(𝜶)
𝛿𝜶
 is the gradient of the task space constraints with  ∅𝑖(𝜶) ∈ 𝑅
6 the ith kinematic 
constraint due to the system’s environment. 𝜶 ∈ 𝑅6 stands for the Cartesian pose and 𝑖 =
1,2, … 𝑚 denotes the index of constraints for the case of multiple switching constraints with 𝑚 
the total number of constraints. A bounded external disturbance is introduced as 𝒅 ∈ 𝑅𝑛. 𝑸𝑖 
and 𝒅  are of opposite sign than 𝒒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟. System-inherent uncertainties are included in the 
simulation as up to 10%-variations on the dynamic robot-parameters. 
 
The introduced dynamics have the following two relevant properties (Slotine, 1991) 
 𝑴(𝒒) is a positive definite matrix (P1), 
 ?̇?(𝒒) − 2𝑪(𝒒, ?̇?) is a skew symmetric matrix, i.e. 𝒙𝑇(?̇?(𝒒) − 2𝑪(𝒒, ?̇?))𝒙 = 𝟎              
for all 𝒙 ∈ 𝑅𝑛   and  𝒙 ≠ 𝟎 (P2). 
 
The robot dynamics can be grouped and expressed as a nonlinear function  
𝒇 = 𝑴(𝒒)?̈?𝒓 + 𝑪(𝒒, ?̇?)?̇?𝒓 + 𝑮(𝒒)                                                (9) 
where ?̇?𝒓 = 𝒒?̇? − 𝑭 𝒒𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓 with 𝑭 ∈ 𝑅
𝑛𝑥𝑛 is a constant, positive gain matrix. 
Model-based control algorithms require knowledge of the controlled system. In the 
addressed trajectory tracking control problem, this concerns the robot dynamics                          
i.e. 𝑴(𝒒), 𝑪(𝒒, ?̇?) and 𝑮(𝒒) from eq. (8). In the case of partially or totally unknown systems, 
the parameters need to be estimated.  
 
 
5.1.1 Requirements 
 
 
The intended control algorithms address path following on freeform-workpieces with known, 
constant positioning. The aim is to develop bio-inspired algorithms for position control in an 
automated trajectory tracking process inspired by the human approach.  
For the defined challenge of position control, i.e. trajectory tracking, the general requirement 
is the most optimal following of the desired trajectory: the diminution of the difference between 
actual and desired angular position, i.e. the minimization of the joint error. In more specific 
terms, the requirements involve the reduction of maximal, minimal and mean error signals with 
a special focus on the latter. Though it is desirable to keep the error in reasonable bounds, i.e. 
to have its minimal and maximal values as small as possible to prevent the end-effector from 
either taking off or penetrating the workpiece in a surface finishing process, special focus is on 
a constant satisfactory path following performance, i.e. minimization of the absolute mean 
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position error below a threshold value of 0.3 rad. This value was chosen based on the results 
obtained with conventional controllers (PID and CJT) and on the performances described in 
the literature (Huang, 2003) (Jasim, 2015). The impact of interferences as described above is 
taken into consideration. The value is realistic and achievable for all manipulator joints, yet a 
significant improvement compared to the state-of-the-art.  
The velocity of the trajectory tracking is only of minor relevance. Indeed, the focus is not put 
on the speed of execution, as also in humans it has been proven that precision and speed are 
negatively correlated, i.e. to increase precision of its action, the human slows down (Fitts, 
1954).  
For the case of unknown robot dynamic parameters, the aim is to approximate them in the 
shape of the nonlinear robot function 𝒇 (eq. (9)). Satisfactory performance in terms of the 
position error requirements is needed when the estimated robot function is used. In other 
terms, the performance (absolute mean position error <0.3 rad) is not affected when using the 
approximated robot model parameters. 
Following the vision of a human mimicking concept with facilitated implementation and use, 
compliance with PbD is desired. .csv-files acquired through kinaesthetic teaching are required 
to function as inputs for the controller.   
 
 
5.1.2 Modus Operandi 
 
 
5.2, 5.3 and 5.4, i.e. the parts dedicated to the suggested algorithms, each follow the outline 
depicted in Figure 21. After their theoretical development including the Lyapunov-stability 
analysis, the proposed algorithms are validated. First through simulation in the 
Matlab/Simulink-environment. Second through experimental validation on the lightweight robot 
arm KUKA LWR4+ in the laboratory. The respective results are shown. To conclude, they are 
analysed and summarized. 
 
 
Figure 21: Modus Operandi. 
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5.2 BELBIC-SMC 
 
 
From the literature survey, two essential topics in position control problems of robotic 
manipulators were identified: Robustness and adaptability or learning capacities. On the one 
hand, sliding mode control is ideal to address nonlinear systems as it is robust and invariant 
to system-internal and –external uncertainties. On the other hand, bio-inspired BELBIC, a 
reward-based learning concept is chosen for its fast learning abilities and adaptability to 
variations in the environment. Despite their excellence in their specific area of expertise, both 
control concepts present drawbacks. While SMC requires a priori knowledge of the system 
and is sensitive to imperfect control switching, BELBIC lacks the general robustness of the 
sliding mode controller. In this work, the combination of SMC and BELBIC control concepts is 
suggested in order to compensate the respective drawbacks and fuse their advantages. 
 
 
5.2.1 Algorithm and Lyapunov-Stability Analysis 
 
 
For the tracking control problem of discontinuous freeform-trajectories, BELBIC and SMC 
are combined. A conventional controller is used as starting point. In a controller extension, 
elements from sliding mode and from BELBIC-control are intertwined. The control-outputs of 
the conventional controller and the BELBIC-SMC-extension are added up. This addition of the 
extension to the conventional controller is illustrated in Figure 22.  
 
 
The suggested control concept (eq. (10)) corresponds to a controller structure with two parts, 
where 𝒖 is the total input vector, 𝒖𝒏 is the nominal term, similar to a conventional model-based 
controller and 𝒖𝒃 is the extension compensating for unpredictable uncertainties. 
  𝒖 = 𝒖𝒏 + 𝒖𝒃                        (10) 
with 𝒖𝒏, 𝒖𝒃, 𝒖 ∈ 𝑅
𝑛.  
Figure 23 illustrates the model-based control law by means of a block diagram. This figure 
depicts the addition of both controller-outputs, of the conventional controller and the BELBIC-
Figure 22: Combination of the conventional controller and the BELBIC-extension. 
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SMC-extension. Further, the constituents of the BELBIC-concept as well as their interlocking 
with the SMC-elements are detailed schematically.  
 
 
Figure 23: Block diagram of the BELBIC-SMC-control concept. 
 
The equivalent control input is based on weighted position error-signals as in eq. (3) where 
𝒒𝒅 is the desired and 𝒒 the actual position. 
          ?̈?𝒓 = ?̈?𝒅 − 𝑵𝟏?̇?𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓                                  (11) 
where 𝒒𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓, ?̇?𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓, ?̈?𝒓  ∈ 𝑅
𝑛 and 𝒒𝒅, ?̇?𝒅, ?̈?𝒅, 𝒒, ?̇?, ?̈? ∈ 𝑅
𝑛 express the desired or current link 
position, velocity and acceleration, respectively and 𝑵𝟏 = 𝑛1𝑰𝒏 is an independent, constant 
square diagonal gain matrix with 𝑛1 a constant factor dependent on the application and robot 
at stake. 
In sliding mode control, a high-speed switching control law is used to first, guide the system’s 
state trajectory onto a user-defined sliding surface in the state space and to, second keep it on 
this sliding surface for subsequent times. The sliding surface is defined in eq. (12) as a 
weighted sum of the position and the velocity errors: 
  𝒔 = ?̇?𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓 + 𝑺𝟏𝒒𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓                        (12) 
where 𝑺𝟏 = 𝑠1𝑰𝒏 is an independent, constant, positive-definite square diagonal gain matrix 
satisfying 𝑠1 < 𝑛1 and 𝑠1 is a constant factor.  
The equivalent term of the control input is expressed as follows: 
 𝒖𝒏 = 𝑴(𝒒)(?̈?𝒓 − 𝑵𝟐𝒒𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓) + 𝑪(𝒒, ?̇?)(?̇? − 𝒔) + 𝑮(𝒒)           (13) 
where 𝑵𝟐 = 𝑛2𝑰𝒏 is an independent, constant square diagonal gain matrix with 𝑛2 a constant 
factor. 
The second control input term 𝒖𝒃 combines elements of a sliding mode and a BELBIC 
controller. Both concepts have been described in further details in 2.2. In this work robust 
sliding mode control is combined with learning BELBIC in order to combine the advantages of 
both concepts and cancel out their respective shortcomings. In the following the BELBIC-part 
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is detailed. It is an action-generator (one output) based on sensory inputs and emotional cues 
(multiple inputs). If applicable, the learning algorithm starts from an arbitrary initialization. 
The sensory input can be considered as a graded input-perception of the environment.       
𝒑 ∈ 𝑅𝑛 is modelled as a weighted sliding surface term where 𝑝1 is an arbitrary constant factor:  
  𝒑 = 𝑝1𝒔  .                         (14) 
Next to the generally neutral sensory input a reinforcing emotional cue function is 
implemented. The aspiration of this reward function being to maximize the reward, the 
maximum values of the suggested emotional cue function 𝒆 ∈ 𝑅𝑛  (eq. (15)) are situated in the 
targeted regions. This reinforcing input-term makes usage of error signals as well as weighted 
sensory input and control input terms: 
  𝒆 = (𝜀1 − 𝜀2)(𝒑 − 𝜖𝒖𝒃)                                    (15) 
where 𝜖 is a constant arbitrary factor. 𝜀1, 𝜀2  ∈  𝑅
1 express the Cartesian distance between 
position- and velocity-errors of successive manipulator links. As an illustration: for 2 links:   
𝜀1 = √𝑞𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟1
2 + 𝑞𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟2
2   , 
𝜀2 = √?̇?𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟1
2 + ?̇?𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟2
2  .        (16)           
The amygdala with output 𝒂 ∈ 𝑅𝑛 can be considered as the actuator of the system as it maps 
sensory stimuli to their related emotional responses. 
𝒂 = 𝒑 𝑔𝑎          (17) 
where 𝑔𝑎 is a connection weight which is adjusted according to the gain function ∆𝑔𝑎 ∈ 𝑅
1. 
This update law expresses proportionality to the difference between reward function and 
amygdala-output:  
  ∆𝑔𝑎 = 𝛾(∑ (𝑝𝑗 ∙ max(0, 𝑒𝑗 − 𝑎𝑗)
𝑛
𝑗=1 ))                           (18) 
where 𝛾 ∈ 𝑅1 is the associated constant learning rate. The sensory inputs to the amygdala 
are multiplied by the introduced weight function in a monotonic manner, i.e. the weights cannot 
decrease. This is inspired by the natural learning behaviour where all learned emotional 
responses are permanent and where the inhibition of no longer appropriate connections is the 
orbitofrontal cortex’ duty. 
The orbitofrontal cortex, the inhibitor reacts to environmental changes by inhibiting 
connections which were established by the amygdala but which are no longer relevant. 
𝒄 = 𝒑 𝑔𝑐          (19) 
𝑔𝑐 is the connection weight adjusted following ∆𝑔𝑐 ∈ 𝑅
1: 
  ∆𝑔𝑐 = 𝛽(𝒑 ∙ (𝒐 − 𝒆))                       (20) 
where 𝛽 ∈ 𝑅1 is the associated constant learning rate and 𝛽 > 𝛾. 
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The single output 𝒐 ∈ 𝑅𝑛 subtracts the inhibitory orbitofrontal outputs from the amygdaloidal 
outputs. It has the same sign as 𝒔. It clarifies the interplay between actuator and inhibitor, 
between amygdala and orbitofrontal cortex: 
𝒐 = 𝒂 − 𝒄 .                   (21) 
In a next step the advantages of both control strategies are combined, resulting in a novel 
robust learning control scheme 𝒖𝒃 (eq. (24)).  
Time-dependent 𝑏(𝑡) (eq. (23)) is the main part of the intelligent controller-half 𝒖𝒃 of the 
suggested control scheme 𝒖. It combines the output of the BELBIC-controller 𝒐 with the sliding 
surface 𝒔 and a saturation function (eq. (22)) for chattering-suppression (Slotine, 1991) through 
element-by-element multiplication: 
𝑖𝑓 |𝑠𝑗| > ∆𝑗: 𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑠𝑗 = 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(𝑠𝑗)      𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒: 𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑠𝑗 =
1
∆𝑗
𝑠𝑗                         (22) 
𝑏 = (𝒔𝒂𝒕𝒔 .∗  𝒔) ∙ 𝒐  ,                             (23) 
  𝒖𝒃 = −𝑴(𝒒)𝑩𝟏 ∫ 𝑏(𝑡) 𝑑𝑡
𝑇
0
                                (24) 
with 𝑗 = 1, 2, … , 𝑛 indicating the link-number, ∆1= ∆2= ⋯ = ∆𝑗= ∆𝑛 the boundary layer 
defining the region in which switch control is to be applied and B1 an independent, constant, 
positive-definite gain vector of length n and T the total time of the movement, .∗ an element-
by-element array multiplication. 
Thus eq. (10) writes as eq. (25), by combining eq. (13) and eq. (24). 
 𝒖 = 𝑴(𝒒)(?̈?𝒓 − 𝑵𝟐𝒒𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓) + 𝑪(𝒒, ?̇?)(?̇? − 𝒔) + 𝑮(𝒒) − 𝑴(𝒒)𝑩𝟏 ∫ 𝑏(𝑡) 𝑑𝑡
𝑇
0
                 (25) 
  
To prove stable performance of the suggested control law, a Lyapunov candidate function 𝑉 
is chosen (eq. (26)) and its time derivative (eq. (27)) is shown to be negative (Slotine, 1991). 
𝑉 =
1
2
𝒔𝒕𝑴(𝒒)𝒔       > 0           (26) 
Its time derivative          
 ?̇? = 𝒔𝒕𝑴(𝒒)?̇? +
1
2
𝒔𝒕?̇?(𝒒)𝒔                                 (27) 
can be rewritten using eq. (12) and (3) as eq. (28) and (29), respectively.          
                                 ?̇? = 𝒔𝒕𝑴(𝒒)(?̈?𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓 + 𝑺𝟏?̇?𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓) +  
1
2
𝒔𝒕?̇?(𝒒)𝒔           (28)                   
?̇? = 𝒔𝒕𝑴(𝒒)(?̈? − ?̈?𝑑 + 𝑺𝟏?̇?𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓) +  
1
2
𝒔𝒕?̇?(𝒒)𝒔                      (29) 
Making use of eq. (8), 
?̇? = 𝒔𝒕(𝒖 + 𝑸𝑖 + 𝒅 − 𝑪(𝒒, ?̇?)?̇? − 𝑮(𝒒) − 𝑴(𝒒)?̈?𝒅 + 𝑴(𝒒)𝑺𝟏?̇?𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓) +  
1
2
𝒔𝒕?̇?(𝒒)𝒔      (30) 
of eq. (25), 
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?̇? = 𝒔𝒕 (𝑴(𝒒)((?̈?𝒓 − 𝑵𝟐𝒒𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓) + 𝑪(𝒒, ?̇?)(?̇? − 𝒔) + 𝑮(𝒒) − 𝑴(𝒒)𝑩𝟏 ∫ 𝑏(𝑡) 𝑑𝑡
𝑇
0
+ 𝑸𝑖 + 𝒅 −
𝑪(𝒒, ?̇?)?̇? − 𝑮(𝒒) − 𝑴(𝒒)?̈?𝒅 + 𝑴(𝒒)𝑺𝟏?̇?𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓) + 
1
2
𝒔𝒕?̇?(𝒒)𝒔              (31) 
and of eq. (11), with 𝑵𝟐 = (−𝑺𝟏 + 𝑵𝟏)𝑺𝟏, terms cancel out to 
?̇? = 𝒔𝒕 (𝑴(𝒒)(𝑺𝟏 − 𝑵1)?̇?𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 + 𝑴(𝒒)𝑺𝟏(𝑺1 − 𝑵1)𝒒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 − 𝑪(𝒒, ?̇?)𝒔 − 𝑴(𝒒)𝑩𝟏 ∫ 𝑏(𝑡) 𝑑𝑡
𝑇
0
+
𝑸𝑖 + 𝒅 ) +  
1
2
𝒔𝒕?̇?(𝒒)𝒔 .    (32) 
With eq. (12) 
?̇? = 𝒔𝒕 (𝑴(𝒒)(𝑺𝟏 − 𝑵1)𝒔 − 𝑪(𝒒, ?̇?)𝒔 − 𝑴(𝒒)𝑩𝟏 ∫ 𝑏(𝑡) 𝑑𝑡
𝑇
0
+ 𝑸𝑖 + 𝒅 ) +  
1
2
𝒔𝒕?̇?(𝒒)𝒔 . (33) 
Using the skew-symmetry property P2 
?̇? = 𝒔𝒕 (𝑴(𝒒)(𝑺𝟏 − 𝑵1)𝒔 − 𝑴(𝒒)𝑩𝟏 ∫ 𝑏(𝑡) 𝑑𝑡
𝑇
0
+ 𝑸𝑖 + 𝒅 )         (34) 
and rearranging 
?̇? = 𝒔𝒕𝑴(𝒒)(𝑺𝟏 − 𝑵1)𝒔 − 𝒔
𝒕𝑴(𝒒)𝑩𝟏 ∫ 𝑏(𝑡)𝑑𝑡
𝑇
0
+ 𝒔𝒕𝑸𝑖 + 𝒔
𝒕𝒅.      (35) 
With the earlier introduced relation 𝑠1 < 𝑛1 (eq. (12)), 𝒔
𝒕𝑴(𝒒)(𝑺𝟏 − 𝑵𝟏)𝒔 ≤ 0.   
For as far as term −𝒔𝒕𝑴(𝒒)𝑩𝟏 ∫ 𝑏(𝑡)
𝑇
0
𝑑𝑡 is concerned: 𝒔𝒂𝒕𝒔 .∗  𝒔 is shown to be always 
positive,  
𝑖𝑓 |𝒔| > ∆:     𝒔𝒂𝒕𝒔 .∗  𝒔 = 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(𝒔) ∙ 𝒔       > 0 ;  𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒:      𝒔𝒂𝒕𝒔 .∗  𝒔 = 𝒔𝒕
1
∆
𝒔       > 0    (36) 
where ∆ is the boundary layer defining the region in which switching control is to be applied. 
𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(𝒐) ≠ 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(𝒔) by definition. Integrand and integral are of the same sign. Then with 𝑩𝟏 
being positive-definite and property P1, the term −𝒔𝒕𝑴(𝒒)𝑩𝟏 ∫ 𝑏(𝑡)
𝑇
0
𝑑𝑡 is always negative.  
𝒔𝒕𝑸𝑖 ≤ 0 and 𝒔
𝒕𝒅 ≤ 0 through the definition (5.1). 
 
 
5.2.2 Results – Simulation 
 
 
As a verification of the performance of the suggested control scheme, the controller is 
evaluated through simulation in a Matlab/Simulink-environment. For the simulation a two-link 
planar robotic manipulator with revolute joints as described in 4.1 is considered. Excellent 
simulation-results were obtained (Klecker, 2016c) (Klecker, 2017). 
Robot-external disturbances are added as time-dependent 2-dimensional function. Internal 
uncertainties are added in the form of maximal +/-10% deviations from the dynamic 
parameters-values. Switching constraints are implemented in the form of a desired trajectory 
switching between different curved and straight segments as shown in Figure 24. The desired 
continuous trajectory is not differentiable.  
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Figure 24: Trajectory to be tracked by the tool on the workpiece surface in the simulated application; the arrows 
indicate the movement-direction. 
 
 
The numerical values for the parameters of the PID, CJT and BELBIC-SMC defined in 2.1.2 
and 5.2.1:𝑑𝑝 = 25, 𝑑𝑑 = 10, 𝑑𝑖 = 0, ∆= 0.05, 𝑝1 = 0.45, 𝛾 = 0.5, 𝜖 = 0.5, 𝛽 = 0.6, 𝑩𝟏 = [
500
500
]. 
𝑛1, 𝑛2,𝑠1 are chosen freely as long as they obey the established characteristics. They are a 
function of the robot to be controlled as well as of the intended application. Here an iterative 
search-method starting from the Matlab-internal parameter-optimization as well as from 
manual tuning in ROS-simulations is applied (Klecker, 2017b) (Liu, 2011). For a 
straightforward comparison, for the PID and the CJT, the parameter-values of the BELBIC-
SMC are transferred instead of individual gain-tuning.  
Figure 25 and Table 2 show the performance of the three considered controllers for trajectory 
tracking of discontinuous freeform paths, exhibited on the example shown in Figure 24. 
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Figure 25: Position tracking of links 1 and 2 for the PID- (top), Computed Joint Torque- (middle) and BELBIC-
SMC-controller (bottom). 
 
Table 2: Absolute maximal, minimal and mean position errors for both manipulator-links using PID-, Computed 
Joint Torque (CJT)-control and BELBIC-SMC. 
 PID  CJT  BELBIC- SMC 
 qerror,1 qerror,2 qerror,1 qerror,2 qerror,1 qerror,2 
Max [rad] 0.5685 0.3877 0.3945 0.2477 0.0115 0.0122 
Min [rad] 0.0046 0.0020 0.0046 0.0045 1.3567e-04 9.5147e-06 
Mean [rad] 0.4938 0.2722 0.3513 0.1714 0.0053 0.0033 
 
 
5.2.3 Results - Experimental Validation 
 
 
In order to demonstrate the efficiency of the suggested controller in real-world applications 
beyond numerical simulation, an experimental validation is performed. The setup is described 
in 4.2. For the implementation of the model-based control concept, the values for the mass 
matrix and gravitational vector as provided in the FRI are used. Coriolis terms are neglected 
as no values are provided by the KUKA-internal program. 
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The first experiment is a goal-reaching task. The task is about moving the robot’s joints 
consecutively to a specified goal position (Figure 26). Figure 27 shows the difference between 
the goal position and the currently measured angular position for the seven robot-joints over 
time. Table 3 shows that the BELBIC-SMC-concept outperforms PID- and Computed Joint 
Torque-control.  
The second experiment is a path following application. With an input of a list of successive 
angular positions for each joint, the aim is to make the robot follow these target-positions 
consecutively. Figure 28 shows the start- and the end-positions of a zig-zag-movement. Table 
4 presents the position tracking results for the BELBIC-SMC-concept. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 27: Position error for the 7 joints of the KUKA LWR4+ when reaching a desired goal position using the 
BELBIC-SMC-controller. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 26: End-effector movement. 
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Table 3: Absolute maximal, minimal and mean position errors for all manipulator-links using PID-, Computed Joint 
Torque (CJT)-control and BELBIC-SMC when reaching a desired goal position. 
  qerror,1 qerror,2 qerror,3 qerror,4 qerror,5 qerror,6 qerror,7 
 Max [rad] 0.0409 0.0259 0.0205 0.0096 0.0010 0.0002 0.0002 
PID Min [rad] 0.0044 0.0070 0.0094 0.0095 0.0010 0.0002 0.0002 
 Mean [rad] 0.0163 0.0206 0.0196 0.0096 0.0010 0.0002 0.0002 
  qerror,1 qerror,2 qerror,3 qerror,4 qerror,5 qerror,6 qerror,7 
 Max [rad] 0.0409 0.0258 0.0250 0.0096 0.0019 0.0005 2.33451e-
05 
CJT Min [rad] 0.0003 0.0003 0.0087 0.0044 0.0010 0.0001 1.65384e-
05 
 Mean [rad] 0.0162 0.0182 0.0217 0.0075 0.0016 0.0003 2.19066e-
05 
  qerror,1 qerror,2 qerror,3 qerror,4 qerror,5 qerror,6 qerror,7 
 Max [rad] 0.0409 0.0259 0.0205 0.0096 0.0010 0.0002 0.0001 
Belbic
-SMC 
Min [rad] 0.0001 1.07288e-
06 
4.48376e-
05 
3.09944e-
06 
0.0010 0.0002 8.71101e-
05 
 Mean [rad] 0.0273 0.0212 0.0182 0.0092 0.0010 0.0002 9.35719e-
05 
 
 
 
 
Table 4: Absolute maximal, minimal and mean position errors for all manipulator-links using BELBIC-SMC when 
following a desired path. 
 qerror,1 qerror,2 qerror,3 qerror,4 qerror,5 qerror,6 qerror,7 
Max [rad] 0.0067 0.1215 0.0057 0.1129 0.0004 0.0067 0.0091 
Min [rad] 0.0010 2.07424e-
05 
5.3711e-
05 
0.0022 3.47793e-
05 
0.0003 4.77001e-
05 
Mean [rad] 0.0010 0.0147 0.0057 0.0024 0.0004 0.0004 4.94281e-
05 
 
Figure 28: End-effector movement. 
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5.2.4 Analysis and Summary 
 
 
In 5.2, a solution to address the position control problem of trajectory tracking of 
discontinuous freeform-paths in the presence of uncertainties was developed.  
The addressed path following problem can be situated in the area of automated 
manufacturing tasks. The control problem addressed occurs in all contact-based 
manufacturing processes, e.g. in welding, gluing and surface finishing. The considered path 
includes a succession of concave and straight trajectories. The need for the following of similar 
trajectories can be found for example in polishing or grinding of curved surfaces. Switching 
constraints and uncertainties are among the tackled intricacies. The former are due to tracking 
freeform parts with successions of convex, concave and straight surfaces. A switched 
nonlinear system is the result. Uncertainties of both internal and external nature are taken into 
account for the development of the control algorithms. 
With conventional controllers this problem is not solvable. As model-free and model-based 
conventional controllers are only partially able to address complex trajectory tracking 
problems, an extension with a learning element is needed. A combination of BELBIC and SMC 
was developed. The latter was chosen because of its ability to robustly control nonlinear 
systems and because of its invariance with respect to disturbances. Sliding Mode Control 
however leads to chattering and requires unrealistic a priori knowledge of the tracking problem. 
To overcome these drawbacks, the bio-inspired BELBIC-based controller-extension was 
added.  
In 5.2.1, the BELBIC-SMC-control algorithm was theoretically developed and its stability 
proven via a Lyapunov analysis. 
As first validation of the suggested control concept, a numerical simulation was performed in 
the Matlab/Simulink-environment. The simulation verifies the tracking performance of the 
BELBIC-SMC-controller for the chosen case. There is a good alignment of the black solid line 
representing the desired position and the dotted blue line representing the tracking position 
(Figure 25). The BELBIC-SMC-controller outperforms both, the PID- and the Computed Joint 
Torque-controller. The freeform-shape and especially the discontinuity of the path deteriorate 
the tracking performance of the conventional controllers. Table 2 confirms the observations of 
Figure 25. The absolute mean position error is below the targeted 0.3 rad. 
The second step in the validation process was the real-life implementation of the algorithm 
on a KUKA LWR 4+ robotic arm. Concerning the experiments (5.2.3) the error-signals 
converge to 0 (Figure 27). The position approaches the desired position for a goal-reaching-
application when the BELBIC-SMC-controller is used. Table 3 shows that especially the 
minimal position error is significantly reduced for the BELBIC-SMC-controller. From Table 4 it 
is deduced that the average difference between desired and measured angular position never 
exceeds 0.015 rad and that the minimal error is practically zero for a path following-application. 
This is in compliance with the requirements established in 5.1.1. 
 
The control algorithm presented in this part shows promising results, but its application is 
limited to well-known systems. The suggested concept assumes the robot dynamics are known 
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a priori. Although the concept takes into account uncertainties in these robot model-
parameters, it presumes partial knowledge of 𝑴(𝒒), 𝑪(𝒒, ?̇?) and 𝑮(𝒒) as introduced in 5.1. In 
practice, these parameters are rarely known a priori. The lack of knowledge regarding these 
parameters would affect the efficiency of the control scheme and is addressed in the following 
sections. 
 
 
 
5.3 BELBIC-SMC-NN 
 
 
In 5.2, it has been confirmed that the combination of sliding mode control and BELBIC 
successfully addresses freeform trajectory tracking in the presence of switching constraints 
and uncertainties. Advantages of both concepts are fused while their disadvantages alleviate 
each other. The application of the suggested model-based controller however is limited to 
systems with a priori established robot parameters. 𝑴(𝒒), 𝑪(𝒒, ?̇?) and 𝑮(𝒒) are rarely known 
and therefore have to be estimated. In this section, the control concept is extended for the 
case of unknown robot kinematics and dynamics. From the literature survey in 2.3, the 
hypothesis that a Radial Basis Function Neural Network is optimally chosen as estimator for 
unknown robot parameters is deduced.  
 
 
5.3.1 Algorithm and Lyapunov-Stability Analysis 
 
 
The concept suggested in 5.2 is extended for unknown robot kinematics and dynamics with 
a Gaussian Radial Basis Function (RBF) artificial Neural Network (NN). The latter is used to 
estimate the unknown robot model. The combination of the different control elements is 
illustrated in Figure 29. 
 
 
 
Figure 29: Combination of SMC-, BELBIC- and NN-elements for robust and adaptive control. 
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For the control of the nonlinear switched system described by eq. (8), as a starting point, the 
following control law is suggested: 
𝒖 = 𝒖𝑺                                                                  (37) 
where 𝒖𝑺 is a conventional sliding mode control term with 𝒖𝑺, 𝒖 ∈  𝑅
𝑛. 
𝒔 = ?̇?𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓 + 𝑭 𝒒𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓                                                         (38) 
?̇? = ?̈?𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓 + 𝑭?̇?𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓 = ?̈? − ?̈?𝒅 + 𝑭?̇?𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓                                       (39) 
The sliding surface 𝒔 ∈  𝑅𝑛 and its time derivative are defined in eq. (38) and (39) as a 
weighted sum of the position and the velocity errors as in eq. (12) with 𝑭 ∈ 𝑅𝑛𝑥𝑛 a constant, 
positive-definite gain matrix. The saturation function 𝒔𝒂𝒕 of the sliding surface 𝒔 is defined as 
in eq. (22). In the case of known robot dynamic parameters, i.e. 𝑴(𝒒),  𝑪(𝒒, ?̇?) and 𝑮(𝒒) from 
eq. (8) are well identified, a conventional sliding mode control term can be expressed by 
𝒖𝒔 = 𝑴(𝒒)?̈?𝒓 + 𝑪(𝒒, ?̇?)?̇?𝒓 + 𝑮(𝒒) + 𝑺𝒔                                       (40) 
where ?̇?𝒓 = 𝒒?̇? − 𝑭 𝒒𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓 and  𝑺 ∈ 𝑅
𝑛𝑥𝑛 a constant, positive-definite gain matrix. 
Further 
𝑴(𝒒)?̇? = 𝑴(𝒒)(?̈? − ?̈?𝒅 + 𝑭?̇?𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓)= 
−𝑴(𝒒)?̈?𝒓 − 𝑪(𝒒, ?̇?)𝒔 − 𝑪(𝒒, ?̇?)?̇?𝒓 − 𝑮(𝒒) + 𝒅 + 𝒖 + 𝑸𝑖 .     (41) 
The non-linear robot function as defined in eq. (9) and (42) can be derived from eq. (40) 
𝒇 = 𝑴(𝒒)?̈?𝒓 + 𝑪(𝒒, ?̇?)?̇?𝒓 + 𝑮(𝒒) .                                             (42) 
Putting eq. (42) into eq. (41) and (40) leads to 
𝑴(𝒒)?̇? = −𝒇 − 𝑪(𝒒, ?̇?)𝒔 + 𝒅 + 𝒖 + 𝑸𝑖 ,                                        (43) 
𝒖𝑺 = 𝒇 + 𝑺𝒔 .                                                            (44) 
𝒇 as defined in eq. (42) represents the dynamics of the robotic manipulator to be controlled. 
The approach chosen here is to make use of ?̂?, the output of an RBF-NN designed to 
approximate 𝒇.  
Regarding the implemented 3-layer RBF-NN, the nonlinear activation function for node 𝑗 is 
illustrated by the following equation 
ℎ𝑗(𝑥) = 𝑒
−‖𝑥−𝑐𝑖𝑗‖
2
𝑏𝑗
2⁄
                                                    (45) 
where 𝒉 = [ℎ1, ℎ2, … , ℎ𝑛]
𝑇 is the output of the Gaussian function, 𝑖 is the network´s input 
number, 𝑗 its number of hidden layer nodes, the norm is defined as the Euclidean distance, 
𝒄 = [𝑐𝑖𝑗] is the coordinate value of neural network 𝑗’s Gaussian function’s centre point for input 
𝑖, 𝑏𝑗 is its standard deviation, i.e. its width and 𝒙 = [𝒒𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓
𝑇 ?̇?𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓
𝑻 𝒒𝒅
𝑇 ?̇?𝒅
𝑻 ?̈?𝒅
𝑻]  is the input of 
the neural network, chosen here with respect to 𝒇. 
𝒚 = 𝑾𝒉(𝒙)                                                         (46) 
?̇? = 𝒘𝒉(𝒙)𝒔𝑇                                                        (47) 
?̂? = 𝑎𝒚                                                              (48) 
Eq. (46) defines the network’s output with 𝑾 a weight matrix. Eq. (47) presents the adaptive 
rule of the suggested RBF-NN with 𝒘 ∈  𝑅𝑛𝑥𝑛being a positive constant matrix, 𝒉(𝒙) ∈ 𝑅𝑛, the 
output vector of the hidden layer and 𝒔 the sliding surface as defined in eq. (38). Eq. (48) 
estimates 𝒇 with 𝑎 a positive constant. 
Eq. (44) then becomes 
𝒖𝑺 = ?̂? + 𝑺𝒔 .                                                        (49) 
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For eq. (43) this signifies 
𝑴(𝒒)?̇? = −𝒇 − 𝑪(𝒒, ?̇?)𝒔 + 𝒅 + 𝑸𝒊 + ?̂? + 𝑺𝒔 
     = −(𝑪(𝒒, ?̇?) − 𝑺)𝒔 − 𝝆                                                       (50) 
with ?̃? = 𝒇 − ?̂?, 𝝆 = ?̃? − 𝒅 − 𝑸𝒊 = 𝑎?̃?𝒉(𝒙) + 𝒆 − 𝒅 − 𝑸𝑖 and ?̃? = 𝑾 − ?̂? where ?̂? is the 
approximated weight matrix and 𝒆 is the approximation error of the neural network. 
 
A Lyapunov analysis is used to identify stability issues of the conventional control system 
(Slotine, 1991). A Lyapunov candidate function 𝑉 whose time derivative has to be negative in 
order to guarantee stability is chosen in eq. (51). 
𝑉 =
1
2
𝒔𝑇𝑴(𝒒)𝒔                                                         (51) 
?̇? = 𝒔𝑇𝑴(𝒒)?̇? +
1
2
𝒔𝑇?̇?(𝒒)𝒔             (52) 
Using eq. (50) 
?̇? = −𝒔𝑇𝑪(𝒒, ?̇?)𝒔 + 𝒔𝑇𝑺𝒔 − 𝒔𝑇𝝆 +
1
2
𝒔𝑇?̇?(𝒒)𝒔           (53) 
and property P2 
?̇? = 𝒔𝑇𝑺𝒔 − 𝒔𝑇𝝆.                                                        (54) 
As 𝒔𝑇𝑺𝒔 ≥ 0, in order to guarantee ?̇? ≤ 0, 𝒔𝑇𝝆 ≥ 𝒔𝑇𝑺𝒔 has to be true. 
From eq. (54) it can be deduced that the system-stability depends on the term 𝒔𝑇𝝆, mainly 
on 𝝆, i.e. on the approximation-accuracy and the impact of both external disturbances and the 
switched nonlinear system. 
In order to compensate for this destabilizing term, a robustifying control extension 𝒖𝑹  ∈  𝑅
𝑛 
(eq. (55)) is added. The practical confirmation of this hypothesis results from the validation 
through simulation in 5.3.2. 
                     𝒖𝑹 = ?̂?.∗ (𝑹𝟏𝒔.∗ 𝒔𝒂𝒕𝒔 + 𝑹𝟐 ∫ 𝒑.∗ 𝒐 𝑑𝑡
𝑇
0
)                                  (55)  
with 𝑹𝟏, 𝑹𝟐 ∈ 𝑅
𝑛𝑥𝑛 constant, positive-definite gain matrices. ∫ 𝒑.∗ 𝒐 𝑑𝑡
𝑇
0
 of eq. (55) was 
defined in the BELBIC-paragraph in 5.2. The goal of 𝒖𝑹 is to compensate for uncertainties and 
remediate the destabilizing effects of the NN-approximation error 𝒆.   
Finally, the conventional sliding mode control term 𝒖𝑺 and the robustifying bio-inspired 
control term 𝒖𝑹 are merged in the following control law 
𝒖 = 𝒖𝑺 + 𝒖𝑹.                                                        (56) 
Figure 30 illustrates the suggested control law by means of a block diagram. This figure 
depicts the addition of both controller-outputs, of the SMC-controller and the robustifying 
extension. For the latter, the bio-inspired constituents as well as their interlocking with the 
SMC-elements are detailed schematically. Further, the extension with the radial basis function 
artificial neural network estimating the robot model for both controller-parts is illustrated. 
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5.3.2 Results – Simulation 
 
 
As a verification of the performance of the suggested control scheme, the controller is verified 
through simulation in a Matlab/Simulink-environment. Good results were obtained in (Klecker, 
2017c). For the simulation a two-link planar robotic manipulator with revolute joints as 
described in 4.1 is considered. In order to allow a comparison with the performance-results of 
the conventional PID-, computed joint torque CJT-controllers as well as the BELBIC-SMC-
concept described in 5.2, the same trajectory tracking application as chosen and introduced in 
5.2 is used here. 
The parameters of the RBF Neural Network as defined in 5.3.1: 
𝒄 =
−0.21 −0.14
−0.21 −0.14
−0.21
−0.21
−0.21
−0.14
−0.14
−0.14
−0.07 0 0.07 0.14 0.21
−0.07 0 0.07 0.14 0.21
−0.07
−0.07
−0.07
0
0
0
0.07 0.14 0.21
0.07 0.14 0.21
0.07 0.14 0.21
, 
𝑏 = 1.2589, the constant positive factor in matrix 𝑤 is 15, 𝑎 = 0.3, number of nodes for the 
hidden layer = 7. These parameters are determined using an iterative search-method 
suggested in (Liu, 2011) (Liu, 2013) and starting from the parameters determined in 5.2.2. The 
parameters of the control algorithm: 𝑭 = 3.58𝑰𝟐, ∆= 0.05, 𝑺 = 20𝑰𝟐, R1 = 6.5I2, R2 = 50I2,𝑵𝟏 =
10𝑰𝟐, 𝑵𝟐 = 35𝑰𝟐, 𝑵𝟑 = 7𝑰𝟐, 𝑝1 = 0.45, 𝜖 = 0.5, 𝛾 = 0.5, 𝛽 = 0.6 >  𝛾.  
Figures 31 and 32 exhibit the position tracking performance of the suggested control concept 
for the following of discontinuous freeform paths, exhibited on the example shown in Figure 
24. 
 
Figure 30: Block diagram of the BELBIC-SMC-NN-control concept. 
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Figure 31: Position tracking of link 1 (top) and link 2 (bottom). 
 
 
 
Figure 32: Position error of link 1 (top) and link 2 (bottom). 
 
 
5.3.3 Analysis and Summary 
 
 
In 5.3, the combination of SMC and BELBIC suggested in 5.2 to address the position control 
problem of trajectory tracking of discontinuous freeform-paths in the presence of uncertainties, 
was extended for the case of unknown robot parameters.  
The parameters 𝑴(𝒒), 𝑪(𝒒, ?̇?) and 𝑮(𝒒) as introduced in eq. (8) are rarely known. Model-
based controllers, e.g. BELBIC-SMC suggested in 5.2 however make use of these matrices, 
vectors and require them for a successful performance. Therefore they need to be estimated, 
i.e. an estimator for robot model parameters has to be included in the BELBIC-SMC algorithm. 
In this control concept, instead of using the parameters 𝑴(𝒒), 𝑪(𝒒, ?̇?) and 𝑮(𝒒), they are 
grouped into a single robot-function 𝒇 (eq. (9) or (42)). The unknown robot model is 
approximated as a nonlinear robot-function 𝒇. Compared to estimating the parameters 𝑴(𝒒),  
𝑪(𝒒, ?̇?) and 𝑮(𝒒) separately, the computational cost and the resulting approximation error can 
be reduced when the parameters are estimated jointly as one function.  
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Based on the literature survey in 2.3, it is hypothesized that a simple Gaussian Radial Basis 
Function Neural Network is sufficient for estimating the unknown robot function. The artificial 
neural network which was implemented in this control scheme is a plain perceptron-model 
which is sufficient for the considered application. Its advantages include: it is fast and no 
training phase is required during operation. If necessary, for future applications a more 
advanced, performant neural network can replace the current artificial neural network. In this 
case, it should be taken into account that training time and data need to be provided. 
In 5.3.1, the algorithm was theoretically developed. 
For validation purposes, a numerical simulation was performed in the Matlab/Simulink-
environment. For as far as the simulation is concerned (5.3.2) it verifies the tracking 
performance of the controller for the chosen case despite the lack of knowledge of the robot 
parameters. There is a good correspondence between the black solid line representing the 
desired position and the dotted blue line representing the tracking position. The controller 
outperforms the model-free PID-controller (2.1.2) as was shown in Table 2. A major 
improvement can be observed in the trajectory tracking from the conventional PID-controller 
to the bio-inspired concept. Compliant to the requirements set in 5.1.1, though improvements 
are seen for maximal and minimal trajectory tracking errors, the most significant improvement 
is observed for the mean performance. 
 
The suggested BELBIC-SMC-NN-control scheme involves a non-negligible number of 
parameters which have to be either known a priori or determined through trial-and-error. This 
is admissible for a relatively simple use case and robot as analysed in the simulation in 5.3.2. 
For more complex systems as considered in the real-life experimental validation, however, this 
process is too time consuming and not straightforward enough. Despite promising theoretical 
and simulation-results, the application of the BELBIC-SMC-NN-control is limited to rather simple 
systems as the suggested Neural Network requires a priori determination of its parameters. To 
allow the practical implementation of the suggested control-concept in a wider range of 
applications, the following section focuses on reducing the dependence on a priori determined 
parameters for the algorithm. 
 
 
 
5.4 Combination of SMC and Learning with Adaptive NN 
 
 
The application of the suggested controller (5.3) is limited to comparatively simple systems 
as it involves a non-negligible number of fixed parameters. Besides not being adaptive to 
changes in the environment, these parameters have to be either known a priori or determined 
through highly time-consuming trial-and-error. In this section, the focus lies on relieving the 
dependence on fixed a priori determined and initialized parameters. More precisely, it is 
hypothesized that an interconnected combination of SMC, reinforcement learning-based 
learning element and RBF-NN with adaptive parameters complies with the requirements.  
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5.4.1 Algorithm and Lyapunov-Stability Analysis 
 
 
The trajectory tracking control problem for the case of unknown robot models is adapted in 
order to facilitate its practical implementation in real-life scenarios. By adapting the artificial 
neural network and the interconnection of the involved control-concepts, the number of 
parameters which need to be known a priori is reduced and consequently the range of 
application of the suggested control scheme is expanded (Klecker, 2018b). 
The suggested control concept (eq. (57)) is composed of a conventional controller 𝒖𝑐 ∈ 𝑅
𝑛 
and a bio-inspired learning controller-extension 𝒖𝑒 ∈ 𝑅
𝑛 to enhance the system-performance 
as well as its robustness. 
𝒖 = 𝒖𝑐 + 𝒖𝑒                                                           (57) 
Sliding mode control is at the base of the suggested controller. The sliding surface 𝒔 ∈ 𝑅𝑛 is 
defined in eq. (58). 
   𝒔 = ?̇?𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓 + 𝒒𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓                                       (58) 
The conventional controller which is implemented for its robustness and invariance with 
respect to uncertainties is formalized in eq. (59). 
𝒖𝑐 = 𝒇 + 𝒄𝒄𝒔                                                         (59) 
where 𝒇 was defined in eq. (9) and 𝒄𝒄 ∈ 𝑅
𝑛𝑥𝑛 is a gain matrix. 
The conventional controller is complemented by a bio-inspired controller-extension. This 
element is added because of its learning capacities and ability to address variations in the 
environment. It is inspired on reinforcement learning in general and the human learning 
process based on adaptive motivation-lifecycles in specific.  
The key-elements of the concept are  
 the incentive, I, based on the weighted perception of the agent's environment and 
serving as motivation for a learning system, 
 the complementary action of an actuator, A, and a preventer, P, resulting in an adapted 
goal-directed output. 
The structure of this concept is illustrated in Figure 33. 
 
 
 
Figure 33: The principle of the learning concept. 
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In equation-form, the learning concept is expressed by eq. (60)-(66). The weighted 
perception of the agent’s environment is defined as the position error (eq. (60)). 
𝒘𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒕𝒆 = 𝒒𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓 = 𝒒 − 𝒒𝒅                               (60) 
The incentive, I, is the motivation which serves as input to the learning system of the agent 
and follows eq. (61). 𝒐 ∈ 𝑅𝑛 (eq. (66)), the meaningful learning output is defined as the 
difference between the outputs of the actuator 𝒂 ∈ 𝑅𝑛 (eq. (62)) and the preventer 𝒑 ∈ 𝑅𝑛 (eq. 
(64)). The latter are updated according to the learning rates (eq. (63) and (65)). Learning 
reorganizes information as a combination of associating and predicting. The expectancy of a 
state and the understanding of an action-perception causation are at the base of the algorithm. 
𝑖𝑗 = 𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝑤𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑗)?̇?𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑗(𝑠𝑗 − 𝑜𝑗)                  (61) 
𝒂 = 𝒘𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒕𝒆.∗ ∆𝒂                                (62) 
∆𝑎𝑗= 𝑐𝑎?̇?𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑗 max(0, 𝑖𝑗)   (63) 
𝒑 = 𝒘𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒕𝒆.∗ ∆𝒑    (64) 
∆𝒑= 𝑐𝑝?̇?𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒕𝒆.∗ (𝒐 − 𝒊)   (65) 
𝒐 = 𝒂 − 𝒑    (66) 
where .* denotes element-wise multiplication, 𝑗 indicates the considered link and 𝑐𝑎 , 𝑐𝑝 > 0 
are constant gain factors. 
The output of the controller-extension 𝒖𝒆 is expressed in eq. (67). 
𝒖𝒆 = 𝒇.∗ (𝒔.∗ 𝒔𝒂𝒕𝒔 + ∫ 𝒐(𝑡)
𝑇
0
 𝑑𝑡)    (67) 
The saturation function 𝒔𝒂𝒕𝒔 ∈ 𝑅𝑛 was introduced in eq. (22) to increase the resistance to 
chattering of a sliding mode controller. T is the total time of the process. The output of the 
learning element is time-dependent in the sense that it changes as time passes and the robotic 
manipulator moves. 
 
To prove stable performance of the suggested control law, a Lyapunov candidate function 𝑉 
is chosen (eq. (68)) and its time derivative (eq. (69)) is shown to be negative (Slotine, 1991). 
𝑉 =
1
2
𝒔𝒕𝑴(𝒒)𝒔       > 0           (68) 
Its time derivative          
 ?̇? = 𝒔𝒕𝑴(𝒒)?̇? +
1
2
𝒔𝒕?̇?(𝒒)𝒔         (69) 
can be rewritten using eq. (58), (3) and (8), respectively         
 ?̇? = 𝒔𝒕𝑴(𝒒)(?̈?𝑒𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓 + ?̇?𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓) +
1
2
𝒔𝒕?̇?(𝒒)𝒔   (70) 
 ?̇? = 𝒔𝒕(𝑴(𝒒)?̈? − 𝑴(𝒒)?̈?𝒅 + 𝑴(𝒒)?̇?𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓) +
1
2
𝒔𝒕?̇?(𝒒)𝒔  (71) 
?̇? = 𝒔𝒕(𝒖 + 𝑸𝑖 + 𝒅 − 𝑪(𝒒, ?̇?)?̇? − 𝑮(𝒒) − 𝑴(𝒒)?̈?𝒅 + 𝑴(𝒒)?̇?𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓) +  
1
2
𝒔𝒕?̇?(𝒒)𝒔.      (72) 
With eq. (57), (59) and (67) 
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?̇? = 𝒔𝒕 (𝒇 + 𝒄𝒄𝒔 + 𝒇.∗ (𝒔.∗ 𝒔𝒂𝒕𝒔 + ∫ 𝒐(𝑡)
𝑇
0
 𝑑𝑡) + 𝑸𝑖 + 𝒅 − 𝑪(𝒒, ?̇?)?̇? − 𝑮(𝒒) − 𝑴(𝒒)?̈?𝒅 +
𝑴(𝒒)?̇?𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓) +  
1
2
𝒔𝒕?̇?(𝒒)𝒔 .         (73) 
Using eq. (9) with 𝑭 = 𝑰𝒏 in the previous equation 
?̇? = 𝒔𝒕 (𝑴(𝒒)?̈?𝒅 − 𝑴(𝒒)?̇?𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓 + 𝑪(𝒒, ?̇?)?̇?𝒅 − 𝑪(𝒒, ?̇?)𝒒𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓 + 𝑮(𝒒) + 𝒄𝒄𝒔 + 𝒇.∗ (𝒔.∗ 𝒔𝒂𝒕𝒔 +
∫ 𝒐(𝑡)
𝑇
0
 𝑑𝑡) + 𝑸𝑖 + 𝒅 − 𝑪(𝒒, ?̇?)?̇? − 𝑮(𝒒) − 𝑴(𝒒)?̈?𝒅 + 𝑴(𝒒)?̇?𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓) +  
1
2
𝒔𝒕?̇?(𝒒)𝒔      (74) 
some elements cancel out and further 
?̇? = 𝒔𝒕 (−𝑪(𝒒, ?̇?)𝒔 + 𝒄𝒄𝒔 + 𝒇.∗ (𝒔.∗ 𝒔𝒂𝒕𝒔 + ∫ 𝒐(𝑡)
𝑇
0
 𝑑𝑡) + 𝑸𝑖 + 𝒅 ) +  
1
2
𝒔𝒕?̇?(𝒒)𝒔.      (75) 
Making use of property P2 (5.1) 
?̇? = 𝒔𝒕 (𝒄𝒄𝒔 + 𝒇.∗ (𝒔.∗ 𝒔𝒂𝒕𝒔 + ∫ 𝒐(𝑡)
𝑇
0
 𝑑𝑡) + 𝑸𝑖 + 𝒅 )        (76) 
𝒔𝒕𝑸𝑖 ≤ 0, 𝒔
𝒕𝒅 ≤ 0 through the definition introduced in 5.1 make up for 𝒔𝑻𝒄𝒄𝒔 ≥ 𝟎. The 
remaining terms affecting the sign of ?̇? are 𝒔𝑇𝒇.∗ 𝒔𝒂𝒕𝒔.∗ 𝒔 or rather 𝒇.∗ 𝒔𝒂𝒕𝒔 and                         
𝒔𝑇𝒇.∗ ∫ 𝒐(𝑡)
𝑇
0
 𝑑𝑡. Because integral and integrand are of the same sign and 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(𝒐) ≠ 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(𝒔) 
by definition, the stability depends on the robot dynamic parameters and in this case on their 
approximation. 
 
As the non-linear robot function 𝒇 is often unknown, it has to be estimated with a RBF-NN 
with j nodes in model-based controllers as described in 5.3. The non-linear Gaussian activation 
function for node j of network input i is defined in eq. (77). 
ℎ𝑗(𝒙) = 𝑒
−‖𝒙−𝑐𝑖𝑗‖
2
/𝑏𝑗
2
            (77) 
with 𝒙 = [𝒒𝑇𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓, ?̇?
𝑇
𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓, 𝒒
𝑇
𝒅, ?̇?
𝑇
𝒅, ?̈?
𝑇
𝒅] the input of the network selected in the scope of 𝒇, 
the to be approximated function. 𝑐𝑖𝑗 is the coordinate value of node j’s Gaussian function’s 
centre point for input i and 𝑏𝑗 is the Gaussian function’s width.  
The aim is to facilitate the implementation of the controller. Therefore the number of fixed 
parameters and the system-dependence on them is reduced compared to the RBF-NN 
suggested in 5.3. To overcome the problems associated with a priori fixed centres and widths 
of the radial basis functions, they are updated online according to eq. (78) and (79). 
?̇?𝑖𝑗 = 𝑐0:,𝑗|𝑠|    (78) 
𝑏𝑗 = 𝑏0𝑗 + |1/𝑠𝑗|    (79) 
where 𝒄𝟎 ∈ 𝑅
𝑗𝑥𝑖, 𝒃𝟎 ∈ 𝑅
𝑛 are arbitrarily selected initializations and 𝑠𝑗 ≠ 0. 
The approximation of 𝒇, ?̂? is computed as output of the RBF-NN (eq. (80)). 
?̂? = 𝑾𝒉(𝒙)    (80) 
where 𝑾 is the weight which is adapted according to the update law (eq. (81)). 
?̇? = 𝒉(𝒙)𝒔𝑇    (81) 
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The interconnection of the three elements, i.e. SMC, bio-inspired learning and adaptive RBF-
NN combined in the suggested concept is graphically represented in Figure 34. 
The combination and interplay of the elements previously described in equation-form are 
further illustrated in Figure 35. The structure of the suggested controller is depicted and 
clarified as a block diagram. 
 
 
Figure 34: Interconnection of SMC, RBF-NN and adaptive learning. 
 
 
 
Figure 35: Block diagram of the control concept. 
 
 
5.4.2 Results - Simulation 
 
 
As a first validation of the suggested control concept, a basic path following case is simulated 
on the planar robot described in 4.1. The inputs for the considered path following application 
are two .csv-files, i.e. lists of successive desired joint positions in radians. The parameter-
values were consciously and arbitrarily selected small and simple to demonstrate the 
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controller-performance independently of specific parameter-values. 𝒄𝒄 = 10𝑰𝟐, 𝑐𝑎 = 5, 𝑐𝑝 = 5 
and for the initialization of 𝒄, 𝒃: 𝒄𝟎:,𝒋 = [−0.999, −0.666, −0.333, 0, 0.333, 0.666, 0.999]                
and 𝒃𝟎 = [1, 1]. 
The simulation results for the path following application are depicted in Figures 36 and 37. 
They show the position tracking error for both robot links. 
 
Figure 36: Position tracking of link 1 (top) and link 2 (bottom). 
 
 
Figure 37: Position error of link 1 (top) and link 2 (bottom). 
 
 
5.4.3 Results – Experimental Validation 
 
 
The main validation of the suggested control concept is done experimentally. The 
experiments are performed on the 7 DOF-KUKA LWR 4+-robot described in 4.2. 
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The first experiment is a uniaxial trajectory tracking use case: the end-effector has to follow 
a straight line on a plane surface. Figure 38 illustrates the movement of the tool and Figure 39 
shows the position error of the moved joint. The latter converges to 0 and the joint attains the 
target. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 39: Position error. 
 
The second use case involves moving from a contact situation to free space. Figure 40 
shows the end effector-movement: the tool is in contact with the workpiece-surface (left), is 
lifted off and reaches its goal position in free space (right). Figure 41 represents the joint 
angular position errors of all 7 robot joints which all converge to 0. 
 
 
Figure 38: End-effector movement. 
Figure 40: End-effector movement. 
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Figure 41: Position error. 
 
 
The final use case consists in reaching a position in free space. The inputs for the goal-
reaching application are desired positions for all 7 joints. Figure 43 shows the position error for 
the joints over time. All curves converge to 0 which means that the robot has reached the 
desired position. 
 
 Figure 42: End-effector movement. 
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Figure 43: Position error. 
 
 
5.4.4 Analysis and Summary 
 
 
In 5.4, the combination of SMC, bio-inspired learning and RBF-NN was suggested for 
trajectory tracking in the presence of switching constraints by robotic manipulators with 
unknown parameters. The three elements ensure  
1) robustness in case of nonlinearities and uncertainties,  
2) adaptability through learning in case of changes in the environment and  
3) approximation of the nonlinear robot function in case of unknown robot models.  
Compared to the BELBIC-SMC-NN-algorithm developed in 5.3, the dependence on fixed 
variables which need to be initialized a priori was relieved. From the literature survey on RBF-
NNs for function approximation in 2.3, need for improvement was identified in the area of 
initialization and adaptability of variables. The introduction of adaptive NN-parameters: 
weights, radial basis function centres and widths as well as the interconnection of the three 
elements: SMC, bio-inspired learning and RBF-NN have shown to remediate the shortcomings 
of previously suggested concepts. 
In 5.4.1, the algorithm was theoretically developed including a Lyapunov analysis. 
For preliminary validation purposes, a numerical simulation was performed in a 
Matlab/Simulink-environment. The simulation (5.4.2) verifies the tracking performance of the 
controller for the chosen case despite the lack of knowledge of the robot parameters. The black 
solid line, the desired position is aligned with the dotted blue line, the tracked position. 
Compliant to the requirements set in 5.1.1, inputs for the simulated trajectory tracking 
application are lists of successive desired joint positions (.csv-files). The parameter-values for 
the algorithm were selected small and simple to demonstrate the controller’s adaptability as 
well as its performance independently of specific parameter-values. 
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As one of the requirements for the developed controller was facilitated practical 
implementation, the main validation was performed on the KUKA LWR4+-robot arm. The setup 
for the experimental validation as described in 4.2 was used. Different use cases involving uni- 
and pluriaxial movements as well as movements in free space, in contact situations and 
switching between both were considered. As for the simulation, inputs were .csv-files, i.e. lists 
of successive desired joint positions. The convergence to 0 of the error-signals is graphically 
presented, i.e. the difference between current joint angular position and desired position 
converges to 0 over time for all seven robot-joints. This proves that the desired position is 
reached and that the performance of the control concept is satisfactory.  
With the presented algorithm it is possible to address the control problem of following paths 
by robotic manipulators with unknown models in the presence of switching constraints and 
uncertainties based on lists of successive desired angular joint positions. The requirements 
established in 5.1.1 regarding minimization of mean position errors are fulfilled. 
 
 
 
5.5 Discussion and Summary 
 
 
The fifth chapter addressed the position control problem in trajectory tracking of switched 
nonlinear systems. When discontinuously following a succession of curved and straight 
surfaces, the resulting switching constraints impede the robust performance of the system. 
Internal and external uncertainties further affect the stability of a controller. The requirements 
involve the diminution of the difference between actual and desired angular position with a 
focus on the minimization of the mean joint position error. The design and validation processes 
presented in Figure 21 were followed for the suggested algorithms.  
A theoretical development including a Lyapunov stability analysis sets the necessary 
analytical basis for the suggested control concepts. A twofold validation process follows. The 
first validations of the suggested control algorithms are performed in the Matlab/Simulink-
environment on a planar RR 2-link-robot arm. In a second step, the algorithms are validated 
through experimental validations on a 7link KUKA LWR 4+-robot arm. Path following 
applications with various input densities and switching between free-space and in-contact 
positions are investigated. Desired positions are partly entered as input in form of tables with 
successive desired signals, as .csv-files, both in simulation and experiments to make sure the 
concept is compatible with kinaesthetic teaching. Indeed, in the case of Programming by 
Demonstration, the signals are recorded as .csv-files. Comparisons with conventional 
controllers show the outperformance of the new algorithms. PID- and Computed Joint Torque-
controllers are chosen because they are, despite their simplicity still widely used in industrial 
applications and represent both model-free and model-based basic control strategies 
(Unbehauen, 2008). Linking back to the requirements, the improvements qua maximal, 
minimal and mainly mean joint position error are proven.  
The hypothesis postulated that combining a robust controller with a bio-inspired learning 
element would merge the constituents’ assets while balancing out their respective downsides. 
To guarantee stability and invariance with respect to uncertainties for the considered nonlinear 
system, sliding mode control was chosen as robust controller. A reinforcement learning based 
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element was chosen to ensure adaptability to changes in the environment, to switching 
constraints and uncertainties or disturbances. In addition, the learning extension would 
alleviate the drawbacks of the robust controller (chattering and required a priori knowledge). 
The absolute mean position error was kept below the targeted threshold of 0.3 rad and the 
approximated robot function did not affect this. 
SMC was combined with Brain Emotional Learning Based Intelligent Control, BELBIC. The 
concept modelling the mammalian emotional learning behaviour via the interplay of amygdala 
and orbitofrontal cortex in the limbic system, had been introduced by (Lucas, 2004) in the 
beginning of 21st century and was chosen here because of its learning capacity and  
intuitiveness as it acts like a very abstracted and simplified version of the human brain. The 
algorithm was extended for the case of unknown robot dynamics. The latter were estimated 
with an artificial neural network. The dynamic parameters are summarized in a single nonlinear 
function in order to reduce the estimation burden and error. Instead of estimating the unknown 
parameters 𝑴(𝒒), 𝑪(𝒒, ?̇?) and 𝑮(𝒒) separately, they are approximated grouped in a nonlinear 
robot-function 𝒇. A simple perceptron model without training phase meets the needs for 
function-approximation in the considered use case. A RBF-NN was chosen for the 
approximation as it remains in the general idea of bio-inspiration of the work and has shown 
optimal approximation performance. 5.4 facilitates the implementation of the control concept 
by releasing the dependence on a priori determined fixed parameters. As far as the estimation 
of the robot function is concerned, the implementation of adaptive laws for updating not only 
the weights of the RBF-NN, but also the centres and widths of the function allows the optimal 
approximation of unknown functions. As far as the learning element is concerned, the adaptive 
motivation-lifecycles of the human learning behaviour inspired the element which replaces 
BELBIC. This amendment follows up on the improved intuitiveness and increased 
implementation and usability options. 
This concludes the position control-chapter. As for most processes trajectory tracking or pure 
position control is not sufficient, torque control is added in the next step. The application of 
specified forces at particular locations on the tracked trajectory is desired for a variety of use 
cases. As the simple playback of recorded or desired torques results in unstable behaviour 
and exhibits significant chattering, the implementation of a controller is necessary (Lee, 2015). 
Therefore chapter 6 addresses combined position and force control. 
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6 Combined Position and Force Control 
 
 
The sixth chapter is dedicated to the second sub-challenge as identified in 1.1.4, namely 
path following + application of a force, combined position and force control. The addition of a 
specified force during a trajectory tracking operation is necessary for successfully carrying out 
a variety of contact-based tasks. As pointed out in the first chapter, the execution of such a 
process is twofold. It requires  
1) the following of the surface to ensure the constant contact between robot end-effector or 
tool and workpiece and  
2) the application of an adequate force or in angular form: torque.  
For these processes, manual work is current state-of-the-art. The fact that these processes 
were designed by and for humans makes them the most appropriate performers for these 
complex tasks. Additionally, human capabilities are well suited for these tasks. The challenge 
in automation is to get inspired by the approach of the human to perform the considered task 
by translating his capabilities into robot skills and by including the expertise of the human in 
the control algorithm. 
 
The purposes of this chapter are first to define the requirements for the combined position 
and force control problem and second to develop and validate appropriate control algorithms. 
Figure 45 graphically represents the structure of the sixth chapter. 
The first part, 6.1, describes the combined position and force control challenge. First, the 
problem is formulated. Second, the requirements are deduced from the research question 
(chapter 3), the application area (chapter 1) and the gaps identified in the state-of-the-art 
(chapter 2). Third, the modus operandi is introduced.  
The procedure of parts 6.2 and 6.3 can be described as top-down. 6.2 is based on the model-
based position control algorithm suggested in 5.4. 6.3 suggests a compressed model-free 
control algorithm focusing on the most essential elements of the complex controllers analysed 
before. 
In 6.4, the results of the sixth chapter are summarized and discussed. 
 
 
Figure 44: Situation of chapter 6 Combined Position and Force Control. 
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Figure 45: Structure of chapter 6 Combined Position and Force Control. 
 
 
 
6.1 Problem Formulation 
 
 
This part provides a detailed description of the problem addressed here. In contrast to the 
rather general formulation of problem and objectives following the identification of the scientific 
gap from the literature survey, this problem formulation is more specific and dedicated 
exclusively to the second sub-challenge. The aim is to combine freeform trajectory tracking 
with force control and to develop a control strategy which enables an industrial robot arm to 
follow a desired freeform-path and simultaneously apply specified adequate joint-torques at 
the appropriate moment and position. Additionally, the effects of friction are taken into account. 
The considered application is a human-centred process, i.e. it was designed by and for 
humans and their capabilities. Automation of this type of process therefore asks for inspiration 
by the humans’ approach to perform the task through translating their capabilities into robot 
skills and taking advantage of the workers’ expertise in the control algorithm. 
 
The robot arm which has been considered in chapter 5 is extended in this part of the work 
as in eq. (82). 
𝑴(𝒒)?̈? + 𝑪(𝒒, ?̇?)?̇? + 𝑮(𝒒) = 𝒅 + 𝒓 + 𝑸𝑖 + 𝒖                                  (82) 
where 𝒓 ∈ 𝑅𝑛 stands for the friction between end-effector and environment or surface. The 
friction is a function of the applied torque 𝝉 ∈  𝑅𝑛  and the robot link velocity: 𝒓 = 𝜸𝝉𝑑
𝑇?̇?𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 
with 𝜸 a constant vector. 𝒖 ∈ 𝑅𝑛, the applied torque is here the sum of the outputs of the pose-
controller and the force-controller, i.e.  𝒖𝑞 + 𝒖𝜏. The control action consists in adapting both 
robot joint positions and the applied forces to match the desired poses and forces. As the 
simple playback of recorded or desired torques results in unstable behaviour and exhibits 
significant chattering, the implementation of an additional controller becomes necessary (Lee, 
2015). 
 The desired signals in turn are put as .csv-files into the system. These lists of successive 
joint angles and torques are obtained from the records of a human performing the considered 
task operating the lightweight robot arm in gravity compensation mode. 
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6.1.1 Requirements 
 
 
The suggested control algorithms address path following with application of specified torques 
on similar freeform-workpieces with known, constant positioning. The aim is to develop          
bio-inspired algorithms for combined position and torque control in an automated trajectory 
tracking process mimicking the human approach.  
The objective is to keep the error between desired and measured signals minimal at all times. 
The absolute mean errors of the torque- and position-signals have to be minimized. For the 
position error the threshold of 0.3 rad established for the position controller is maintained. The 
threshold for the absolute mean torque error is fixed at 0.1 Nm. The values are deduced based 
on the performance of PID-control and results presented by the scientific community (Jasim, 
2015) (Xu, 2007).  
For the case of unknown robot dynamic parameters, the aim is to either approximate them 
in the form of the nonlinear robot function 𝒇 (eq. (9)) or use a model-free concept.  Performance 
in terms of position and torque error requirements is invariant to unknown robot dynamics. 
Following the vision of a human mimicking concept with facilitated implementation and use, 
some additional requirements have to be considered. First, the input for the controller consists 
of lists of desired successive joint-specific positions and torques obtained from the records of 
a human performing the considered task operating the lightweight robot arm in gravity 
compensation mode. Compliance with kinaesthetic teaching and PbD is required. Second, the 
suggested concept should renounce the use of external sensors, no cameras or force-torque 
sensors are added. Third, for an implementation in industry and reduced computational 
burden, the most simple possible control concept is desired. In this sense a balance is to be 
found between a too simple concept with poor performance and a too complex concept with 
optimized performance. 
 
 
6.1.2 Modus Operandi 
 
 
6.2 and 6.3 follow the same outline as in chapter 5 and depicted in Figure 46.  
 
 
Figure 46: Modus Operandi. 
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6.2 Parallel Combination of SMC and Learning with Adaptive NN 
 
 
ln 5.4, the position control performance of the combination of robust SMC, bio-inspired 
learning element and adaptive RBF-NN was shown. The controller achieved good results even 
in the presence of switching constraints, uncertainties and unknown robot model parameters. 
Pure position control, however is insufficient to address contact-rich tasks and to control the 
application of desired forces (Abu-Dakka, 2015) (Kronander, 2014) (Siciliano, 2008). Because 
pure force control is not sufficient either due to contact instabilities, combined position and 
force control needs to be ensured (Newman, 1999) (Phillips, 2016). Based on the literature 
survey in 2.4, it is hypothesized that a parallel control concept is able to address combined 
path following + application of a force. Parallel position and force control ensures  
1) following the desired trajectory and  
2) applying an adequate force or torque at specified positions (as recorded during 
experiments).  
In this section, the ideas developed in 5.4 are adopted and transferred to a parallel position 
and force control concept. 
 
 
6.2.1 Algorithm and Lyapunov-Stability Analysis 
 
 
In this section, the combination of robust SMC, bio-inspired learning element and adaptive 
RBF-NN as developed in 5.4 is adopted for parallel position and torque control. Two control 
outputs, 𝒖𝑞 ∈ 𝑅
𝑛 and 𝒖𝜏 ∈ 𝑅
𝑛 act in parallel to address position and torque control, 
respectively.  
 
 
 
Figure 47: Block diagram of the control concept. 
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Both outputs are composed of a conventional controller and a bio-inspired learning 
controller-extension. 𝒖𝑞 ∈ 𝑅
𝑛 follows the equations developed in 5.4.1 while 𝒖𝜏 ∈ 𝑅
𝑛 follows 
the same equations using 𝝉 instead of 𝒒 and with 𝝉𝒎𝒆𝒂𝒔𝒖𝒓𝒆𝒅 = 𝒖𝜏 + 𝒓. The Lyapunov-stability 
analysis can therefore be adopted from 5.4. 
Figure 47 illustrates the parallel position and force control concept including the 
interconnection of robust SMC, bio-inspired learning and adaptive RBF-NN as discussed in 
5.4. 
 
 
6.2.2 Results - Simulation 
 
 
As a first validation of the suggested parallel control concept, trajectory tracking with 
application of torques is simulated in a Matlab/Simulink-environment. The details of the robotic 
manipulator can be found in 4.1 and 𝜸 = 1𝑰𝟐, 𝐷𝑝𝑞 = 5, 𝐷𝑖𝑞 = 20, 𝐷𝑑𝑞 = 20, 𝐷𝑝𝜏 = −5, 𝐷𝑖𝜏 =
−35, 𝐷𝑑𝜏 = 0 . The inputs are .csv-files, i.e. lists of successive desired joint positions in radians 
and joint torques in Nm, respectively. 
The parameter-values were selected small and simple as in 5.4.2 to demonstrate the 
controller-performance independently of specific parameter-values.  
The simulation results are represented in Figures 48-51. Figure 48 shows the angular 
position tracking for both robot links. Figure 50 depicts the torque tracking. 
 
 
Figure 48: Position tracking of link 1 (top) and link 2 (bottom). 
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Figure 49: Position error of link 1 (top) and link 2 (bottom). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 50: Torque tracking of link 1 (top) and link 2 (bottom). 
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Figure 51: Torque error of link 1 (top) and link 2 (bottom). 
 
 
The maximal, minimal and mean error-values of positions and torques of all manipulator-
links are computed for the suggested control scheme as well as for a parallel controller 
comprising a PID-position controller and a PID-torque controller (Table 5). 
 
 
Table 5: Absolute maximal, minimal and mean tracking errors for both manipulator-links using the suggested 
concept and a parallel controller-combination of PID-elements. 
 suggested concept PID  
 qerror,1 qerror,2 qerror,1 qerror,2 
Position     
Max [rad] 1.18 0.82 3.1594 0.82 
Min [rad] 0.004 0.0423 9.6971e-04 2.246e-05 
Mean [rad] 0.274 0.1767 1.6392 0.0867 
Torque     
Max [Nm] 0.3118 0.3981 2.4114 2.4497 
Min [Nm] 1.8887e-05 4.2338e-05 0.0026 0.0013 
Mean [Nm] 0.0643 0.0679 1.5595 1.616 
 
 
 
 
6.2.3 Results – Experimental Validation 
 
 
The experimental validation is done on the KUKA LWR 4+-robot arm which was described 
in 4.2.  
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The motion sequence of the experiment is depicted in Figure 52: from free space (1st row 
left) the tool is brought into contact with the workpiece surface (1st row right), follows a straight 
line (2nd row left) and finally applies a force on the surface (2nd row right). Figures 53 and 54  
show the evolution of the error signals of angular position and torque, respectively. Both show 
convergence to 0. 
 
 
Figure 53: Position error. 
 
Figure 52: End-effector movement and behaviour. 
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Figure 54: Torque error. 
 
 
6.2.4 Analysis and Summary 
 
 
The combined position and force/torque control problem as found in constrained trajectory 
tracking, in path following with application of a specified force/torque, was addressed. 
Combinations of robust SMC, bio-inspired learning and adaptive RBF-NN were implemented 
to control position and torque, respectively. The three elements ensure  
1) robustness in case of nonlinearities and uncertainties,  
2) adaptability through learning in case of changes in the environment and  
3) approximation of the nonlinear robot function in case of unknown robot models.  
From the literature survey, it was derived that position and torque control need to be 
combined to successfully address constrained trajectory tracking and that a parallel concept is 
optimally suited. The suggested parallel controller uses the concept developed in 5.4. The 
hypothesis is that the concept which was successfully implemented for position control will also 
be performing well for parallel position and torque control. 
6.2.1 is dedicated to the theoretical development of the parallel concept and to the references 
to 5.4.1. 
As a first step in the validation process, a numerical simulation was performed in the 
Matlab/Simulink-environment. For as far as the simulation is concerned (6.2.2) it verifies the 
position and torque tracking performance of the parallel controller. There is a good 
correspondence between the solid black line representing the desired position and the dotted 
blue line representing the tracking position. The same observation can be made for the 
correspondence between the desired torques (solid black lines) and the tracking torques 
(dotted blue lines). Compliant to the requirements set in 6.1.1, inputs for the simulated 
application are .csv-files, i.e. lists of successive desired joint positions or torques, respectively. 
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The parameter-values for the algorithm were consciously and arbitrarily selected small and 
simple as in 5.4.2 to demonstrate the controller’s adaptability as well as its performance 
independently of specific parameter-values. 
The subsequent validation step is an experimental proof on the KUKA LWR4+-setup as 
described in 4.2. A use case involving path following and application of specified torques was 
analysed. As for the simulation, inputs were .csv-files, i.e. lists of successive desired joint 
positions and torques. The convergence to 0 of the error-signals is graphically presented, i.e. 
the differences between current joint angular position and desired position or current joint 
torque and specified torque, respectively converge to 0 over time for all relevant joints. This 
proves that the desired values for positions and torques are reached and that the parallel 
control concept is performing as expected.  
With the presented algorithm it is possible to address the combined position and torque 
control problem of constrained trajectory tracking by robotic manipulators with unknown 
models in the presence of switching constraints and uncertainties based on lists of successive 
desired angular joint positions and torques. The requirements established in 6.1.1 regarding 
minimization of mean errors are fulfilled. Absolute mean position errors are kept below 0.3 rad. 
Torque errors meet the requirement of <0.1 Nm, presenting not even a tenth of the value 
computed for the PID-control concept. 
As far as laboratory settings are concerned, the suggested control concept is appropriate, 
i.e. it assures of its performance in research-focused environments. As far as industrial 
environments are concerned, the simpler and more straightforward the controller the better it 
is suited for implementation. In this context, the complexity of the suggested control concept 
can be considered a downside. In order to facilitate future industrial use, the aim is to simplify 
the controller through focussing on its most essential elements. The latter were identified 
through the analyses of the previous chapters. In the following section, a balance has to be 
found between complex, highly performing and simple, poorly performing controller. The finally 
suggested concept will be a trade-off between the concept presented in 6.2 and a conventional 
PID-controller.  
 
 
 
6.3 Parallel Model-free Combination of PID-Control and Learning 
 
 
In 6.2, the hypothesis that a parallel concept with two controller-halves each combining SMC 
for robustness and learning for flexibility with adaptive RBF-NN for estimating unknown 
parameters can successfully address a combined position and torque control problem was 
corroborated. In research-focused settings, the suggested complex model-based concept 
shows optimal results via simulation and experiments. In industrial environments, priorities 
however are different: here simple design and straightforward implementation are 
fundamental. For an implementation in industry, the concept suggested in 6.2 needs to be 
simplified. Major drawbacks of model-based controllers are their complex design and 
implementation processes (Visser, 2010). Therefore, in this section a model-free concept is 
developed which focuses only on the essential elements of the complex algorithm from 6.2. 
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The aim is to find a balance between the complex model-based but optimally performing 
algorithm developed in 6.2 and a simple model-free but unsatisfactorily performing controller.  
 
 
6.3.1 Algorithm 
 
 
A parallel control concept involving two model-free controller-halves for position and torque 
control, respectively is developed. Inspired by the algorithm suggested in 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 6.2 both 
independent controller-halves combine a conventional controller with a bio-inspired learning 
element. A PID-controller as described in 2.1.2 is chosen as conventional controller because 
it is widely used in industry (Adar, 2016) (Desborough, 2002) (Unbehauen, 2008). The learning 
element is similar to the reinforcement learning-based concept developed and used in 5.4 and 
6.2. It uses an incentive and a learning system as well as the interaction of an actuator and a 
preventer. An incentive system transforms sensory information into an incentive, i.e. a reward-
based extrinsic motivational stimulus. Depending on the environment, the stimulus to the 
agent, i.e. how to maximize the reward for the system is changed. This adaptive incentive then 
forms the input to a learning system which feeds both an actuator and a preventer. The 
interplay of the latter is inspired on the interplay of the amygdala and the orbitofrontal cortex in 
the mammalian brain during emotional learning. While the actuator establishes stimulus-action 
associations, the preventer erases associations which are no longer needed. The removal of 
no longer relevant stimulus-action associations is essential for a successful learning and to 
reduce the amount of data in the system. The latter is similar to the phenomenon of synaptic 
plasticity in the human brain. The developed concept-idea is graphically represented in Figure 
55. Despite the concept being inspired by the functioning of the human brain, it does not 
attempt to accurately model its structure. Rather than presenting a true-to-life computational 
model of the mammalian learning behaviour, the aim is to improve conventional PID-control 
through the implementation of neuro-inspired concepts. 
 
 
 
Hereafter, the position- as well as the torque-controller-halves are developed. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 55: The principle of the learning concept. 
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Position Control 
The conventional PID-controller-output as in 2.1.2 is repeated in eq. (83) 
  𝒖𝑞𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 = −𝑫𝑝𝑞𝒒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 − 𝑫𝑖𝑞 ∫ 𝒒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟  𝑑𝑡 − 𝑫𝑑𝑞?̇?𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟                     (83) 
where  𝑫𝑝𝑞, 𝑫𝑖𝑞 and 𝑫𝑑𝑞 are constant gain factors and with the error-signal, i.e. the difference 
between measured and desired signal (eq. (3)).      
For the learning element, the value of the sensed state is defined as the error-signal (eq. 
(84)). As the only way to collect information about the environment is to interact with it, a 
feedback-loop is implemented in this controller-part. 
𝒘𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒕𝒆 = 𝒒 − 𝒒𝒅 = 𝒒𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓                                             (84) 
The reward, i.e. incentive 𝒊 ∈  𝑅𝒏 is defined in eq. (85) 
𝑖𝑗 = 𝑠𝑔𝑛 (𝑤𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑗) ?̇?𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑗(𝑤𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑗 − 𝑜𝑗)                            (85) 
with 𝑗 = 1, … 𝑛 indicating the considered link. 
The incentive is the input to the learning system which is composed of the interaction 
between an actuator and an inhibitor. The outputs and learning rates of both, the actuator and 
the preventer are given in eq. (86)-(89). 
𝒂 = 𝛼𝒘𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒕𝒆.∗  ∆𝑎                                                   (86) 
𝒑 = 𝛼𝒘𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒕𝒆 .∗ ∆𝑝                                                   (87) 
∆𝑎𝑗= 𝛼?̇?𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑗 max(0, 𝑖𝑗)                                            (88) 
∆𝑝= 𝛼?̇?𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒕𝒆.∗ (𝒐 − 𝒊)                                               (89) 
with 𝛼 a constant factor. 
The interplay of actuator and preventer results in output 𝒐 ∈  𝑅𝑛 which subtracts the 
preventer-output from the actuator-output (eq. (90)). This guarantees only relevant 
connections are kept. Mimicking synaptic plasticity, this law allows to limit the number of active 
learned connections.  
𝒐 = 𝒂 − 𝒑                                                      (90) 
The controller-extension-output is defined in eq. (91), the integration over time mimicking 
experience. 
𝒖𝒒𝒆𝒙𝒕𝒆𝒏𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏 = 𝛽𝒘𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒕𝒆 − ∫ 𝒐
𝑇
0
(𝑡)𝑑𝑡                                   (91) 
with 𝛽 being a constant gain-factor. 
The final position-controller output combines the outputs of the conventional controller and 
of the extension. 
𝒖𝒒 = 𝒖𝒒𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒗𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒂𝒍 − 𝒖𝒒𝒆𝒙𝒕𝒆𝒏𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏                                             (92) 
 
Torque Control 
Parallel to the position-controller, a torque-controller is implemented to make sure the 
desired forces/torques are applied. 
The conventional PID-controller-output is defined in eq. (93) 
𝒖𝝉𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒗𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒂𝒍 = −𝑫𝑝𝜏𝝉𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓 − 𝑫𝑖𝜏 ∫ 𝝉𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓 − 𝑫𝑑𝜏?̇?𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓                      (93) 
where 𝑫𝑝𝜏, 𝑫𝑖𝜏 and 𝑫𝑑𝜏 are constant gain-matrices and the error-signal 
𝝉𝒆𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓 = 𝝉𝒎𝒆𝒂𝒔𝒖𝒓𝒆𝒅 − 𝝉𝒅                                             (94) 
with 𝝉𝒎𝒆𝒂𝒔𝒖𝒓𝒆𝒅 = 𝒖𝜏 + 𝒓. 
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For the learning controller-extension, the state-value 𝒘𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒕𝒆 is defined as the error-signal. 
Further eq. (85)-(90) apply. The controller-extension-output follows eq. (95). 
   𝒖𝝉𝒆𝒙𝒕𝒆𝒏𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏 = −𝛽𝒘𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒕𝒆 + ∫ 𝒐(𝑡)𝑑𝑡
𝑇
0
                                      (95) 
The final torque-controller output combines the outputs of the conventional controller and of 
the extension. 
𝒖𝝉 = 𝒖𝝉𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒗𝒆𝒏𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒂𝒍 − 𝒖𝝉𝒆𝒙𝒕𝒆𝒏𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏                                        (96) 
 
The suggested method attempts to combine robustness, simplicity and intuitiveness for 
combined position and torque control and is depicted in Figure 56. The figure illustrates the 
combination of position and torque control as well as the interplay of conventional control and 
learning element. 
 
 
 
Figure 56: Block diagram of the control concept. 
 
 
6.3.2 Results – Simulation 
 
 
As a first validation of the suggested concept, a surface finishing process is simulated in an 
abstracted manner. The application consists in the robot arm successively following desired 
positions and applying desired torques at specified positions. The desired angular positions 
and joint-torques, the system-inputs are provided in two .csv-files. 
The controller-parameters introduced in eq. (83)-(96) are chosen as follows: 𝛼 = 5, 𝛽 =
30, 𝜸 = 1𝑰𝟐, 𝐷𝑝𝑞 = 5, 𝐷𝑖𝑞 = 20, 𝐷𝑑𝑞 = 20, 𝐷𝑝𝜏 = −5, 𝐷𝑖𝜏 = −35, 𝐷𝑑𝜏 = 0 . Due to the small 
amount of parameters and a limited range between ±50, tuning is not excessively time-
consuming. For PID-parameter tuning a variety of methods can be found in literature 
(Cervantes, 2001) (Desborough, 2002) (Siciliano, 2008) (Unbehauen, 2008). 
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Excellent results were obtained in simulation (Klecker, 2018). The performance-results are 
illustrated in Figures 57-60. While Figure 57 shows the position-tracking performance of the 
suggested controller scheme, Figure 59 depicts its torque-tracking results.           
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 58: Position error of link 1 (top) and link 2 (bottom). 
Figure 57: Position tracking of link 1 (top) and link 2 (bottom). 
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Figure 60: Torque error of link 1 (top) and link 2 (bottom). 
 
 
Table 6 shows the added value of the extension-elements 𝒖𝒒𝒆𝒙𝒕𝒆𝒏𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏 and 𝒖𝝉𝒆𝒙𝒕𝒆𝒏𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏. The 
maximal, minimal and mean error-values of positions and torques of all manipulator-links are 
computed for the suggested control scheme as well as for a parallel controller comprising a 
PID-position controller and a PID-torque controller. 
 
Figure 59: Torque tracking of link 1 (top) and link 2 (bottom). 
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Table 6: Absolute maximal, minimal and mean tracking errors for both manipulator-links using the suggested 
concept and a parallel controller-combination of PID-elements. 
 suggested concept PID  
 qerror,1 qerror,2 qerror,1 qerror,2 
Position     
Max [rad] 1.18 0.82 3.1594 0.82 
Min [rad] 6.2119e-04 7.0763e-06 9.6971e-04 2.246e-05 
Mean [rad] 0.1351 0.0806 1.6392 0.0867 
Torque     
Max [Nm] 0.0525 0.0515 2.4114 2.4497 
Min [Nm] 0.0042 1.4151e-05 0.0026 0.0013 
Mean [Nm] 0.0203 0.011 1.5595 1.616 
 
 
 
6.3.3 Results – Experimental Validation 
 
 
For the final validation, the experimental setup described in 4.2 is used. It is subdivided in 
three phases: before the parallel control of position- and torque-signals is tested, position- and 
torque-control are validated separately.  
 
 
Position Control 
As a first experiment a position has to be reached. Figure 61 proves that the position error-
signals of all 7 joints converge to 0, i.e. that the end-effector reaches its goal position. 
 
 
 
Figure 61: Position error. 
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The second experiment presents the combination of two goal-reaching applications. As is 
shown through Figure 62, successive desired positions can be reached and the position error-
signals subsequently converge to 0.  
 
The third use case is the following of a straight line. This is a uniaxial movement, i.e. only a 
single joint is moved. The angular position-error of the moved joint is illustrated in Figure 63. 
The error-signal repeatedly converges to 0 with a speed depending on the desired signals 
extracted from the .csv-file. 
 
 
Figure 62: Position error. 
Figure 63: Position error. 
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The final experiment for the position control-part is a multiaxial trajectory tracking use case 
and combines the movement of several joints as illustrated in Figure 64. From the starting 
position (1st row left) a uniaxial movement, i.e. following of a straight line on the workpiece 
surface is performed (1st row right), then the end effector is twisted/inclined to continue the 
uniaxial line following (2nd row left) before the tool is lifted from the surface and reaches its goal 
position in free space (2nd row right). Figure 65 shows that the angular position-errors of all 
seven robot arm-joints successively converge to 0. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 64: End-effector movement. 
Figure 65: Position error. 
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Torque Control 
To validate the torque controlling performance of the concept, it is chosen to compress 
bubble foil as illustrated in Figure 66 in a repetitive loop. The repetitive convergence to 0 of the 
error-values of the torque-signals is graphically illustrated in Figure 67.  
 
 
 
Figure 67: Torque error. 
 
In a further experiment, the previous use case is repeated several times consecutively. 
Again the convergence to 0 of the difference between desired and current joint torques is 
shown (Figure 68). 
Figure 66: End-effector behaviour. 
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Figure 68: Torque error. 
 
 
 
Combined Position and Torque Control 
After the position- and torque-control performances have been validated individually, in a 
third phase the combined position- and torque-control is investigated.  
First, the experiment from 6.2.3 is repeated. The motion sequence can be found in Figure 
52. Figures 69 and 70 show the evolution of the error signals of angular position and torque, 
respectively. Both show convergence to 0. 
A second experiment involves the actuation of more joints. Figure 71 depicts the phases 
of the process: from free space (1st row left), the end-effector is brought into contact with the 
surface (1st row right) and follows a straight line (2nd row left). The end-effector is lifted off the 
surface (2nd row right), moved before it tips the curved part of the workpiece (3rd row left). 
The end-effector is again lifted off the surface and moved in free space (3rd row right). 
Figures 72 and 73 illustrate the convergence to 0 of the position- and torque-errors, 
respectively. 
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Figure 69: Position error. 
 
 
 
Figure 70: Torque error. 
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Figure 72: Position error. 
 
Figure 71: End-effector movement and behaviour. 
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Figure 73: Torque error. 
 
 
6.3.4 Analysis and Summary 
 
 
In 6.3, only the most essential elements of the controller suggested in 6.2 are retained and 
combined into a new control concept. This controller is composed of two model-free controller-
halves addressing respectively the position or torque control for a robot manipulator performing 
a freeform trajectory tracking application with the application of forces at specified positions. 
Both controller-halves combine conventional PID-control with bio-inspired learning. The latter 
is based on reinforcement learning and makes use of an actuator-inhibitor-system and a 
reward-like incentive. The aim is to expand the system’s adaptability characteristics in case of 
dynamic environments through learning. The hypothesis is that the suggested concept 
outperforms simple PID-control and shows similar performance to the concept developed in 
6.2 in constrained trajectory tracking despite the simplification. 
6.3.1 is dedicated to the theoretical development of the model-free parallel control concept. 
The twofold validation process starts with a numerical simulation (6.3.2). Compliant to the 
requirements set in 6.1.1, inputs for the simulated application are .csv-files, i.e. lists of 
successive desired joint positions and torques, respectively. The correspondence between the 
black solid lines and the blue dotted lines verifies the position and torque tracking. Additionally, 
it is shown that the suggested concept outperforms a parallel controller composed of two PID-
controllers. 
The second step of the validation process implies the implementation of the suggested 
control concept on the KUKA LWR4+-robotic manipulator introduced in 4.2. This validation 
step includes three sub steps. First, position control is validated individually based on 4 
different experiments ranging from goal reaching over uniaxial line following to multiaxial 
movements including switching between contact and free space situations. The convergence 
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to 0 of the position error-signals proves the position control performance. Second, torque 
control is tested individually. The differences between current joint torque and specified torque 
converge to 0 over time for all joints. After the individual performances of position and torque 
control of the suggested concept were analysed, their combination is investigated. As far as 
the input of desired torque signals is concerned, it was opted for the application of uniaxial 
torques at specified positions, similar to manufacturing forces. Finally, combined position and 
torque control is validated experimentally. As for the simulation, inputs were .csv-files, i.e. lists 
of successive desired joint positions and torques. The convergence to 0 of all error-signals is 
graphically presented. This proves that the desired values for positions and torques are 
reached. The parallel control concept is performing as expected and in compliance with the 
requirements of minimized mean position and torque errors established in 6.1.1. 
Finally, it is shown that the simplified model-free version of the concept suggested and 
validated in 6.2 is able to address the combined position and torque control problem of 
constrained trajectory tracking by robotic manipulators. On the one hand, the suggested 
control concept outperforms simple PID-controllers. On the other hand, it complies with the 
desire for the simplest possible controller structure. Compared to the concept developed in 
6.2, the simplified concept is model-free, i.e. neither model parameters nor NNs to estimate 
those are required. The performance qua absolute mean position error <0.3 rad and torque 
error <0.1 Nm is achieved. Further, the concept is in compliance with the requirement of human 
mimicry.  
 
 
 
6.4 Discussion and Summary 
 
 
This sixth chapter extended the position control concept of chapter 5 with force/torque 
control, i.e. the application of a desired torque is added to the previously analysed path 
following application. Contact-rich tasks cannot be addressed by pure position control as 
already slight deviations from the desired trajectory can lead to errors in the desired forces and 
torques (Abu-Dakka, 2015) (Kronander, 2014). This explains the interest in combined position 
and torque control (Phillips, 2016). The requirements pointed out in 6.1.1 involve the diminution 
of the differences between actual and desired angular position as well as joint torque. The 
focus is put on the minimization of the absolute mean error signals. Additional requirements 
are related to facilitated implementation in diverse settings. Among others, the requirement for 
the control concept to solely rely on robot-internal sensors is meant to first avoid dependency 
on external elements, i.a. sensors and to second facilitate the future implementation in 
industries susceptible to suffer from dusty environments which do not allow the use of most 
sensors. The suggested algorithms (6.2 and 6.3) follow each the design and validation 
processes as presented in Figure 46.  
The theoretical development sets the analytical basis for the suggested control concepts. A 
twofold validation process follows. The first validations are performed in the Matlab/Simulink-
environment on a RR robot arm (Figure 11). In a second step, the algorithms are validated 
through experiments on a setup including a KUKA LWR 4+-robot arm as introduced in 4.2. 
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Relevant experiments are path following use cases switching between free-space and in-
contact positions and with applications of specific torques. Desired positions and torques are 
entered in form of tables with successive desired signals, as .csv-files to make sure the 
concepts are compatible with Programming by Demonstration. .csv-files are the common 
output of kinaesthetic teaching. The latter facilitates the transfer of human expertise to the 
robotic manipulator compared to e.g. tele-operation (Kormushev, 2011). Comparisons with 
conventional controllers, i.a. PID-controllers as described in 2.1.2 show the outperformance of 
the newly suggested algorithms. These controllers are chosen because they are, despite their 
simplicity still widely used in industrial applications and represent conventional control 
strategies. Linking back to the requirements introduced in 6.1.1, the improvements qua 
maximal and mainly mean error signals are proven. Absolute mean position errors are below 
the defined threshold value of 0.3 rad. As far as the absolute mean torque errors are 
concerned, the requirements of <0.1 Nm are met. Compared to conventional PID-control, the 
results are reduced by a factor superior to 10. 
The hypothesis that combining a robust controller with a bio-inspired learning element 
improves the system-performance has been confirmed for position control in chapter 5. At this 
point, it was postulated that the suggested concept is extendable for combined position and 
torque control. 
In 6.2, the concept developed in 5.4 was adopted for parallel position and torque control. 
Invariance to unknown robot models is transferred. 6.3 centers the attention on facilitated 
implementation by finding a balance between simple, but unsatisfactorily performing control 
(2.1.2) and highly performing, but complex control (6.2). This is achieved through focusing on 
the most essential elements of the complex concept only, i.e. combining conventional model-
free PID-control with a learning element. The preference went out to model-free control 
algorithms in order to avoid any dependency on robot model knowledge. PID-control was 
chosen because of it being simple, well-known and field-tested. A reinforcement learning 
extension was added to improve the performance and adaptability of the conventional 
controller. Rather than presenting a true-to-life computational model of the human learning 
behaviour, the aim of the reinforcement learning-extension is to improve conventional PID-
control. 
This concludes the chapter on combined position and torque control and consequently also 
the part on the developments performed in the presented work. The performance and fulfilment 
of requirements of the suggested control concepts were validated through simulation and 
experiments. Finally, it was shown that with the combination of conventional control and 
learning element it is possible to address constrained trajectory tracking problems, i.e. path 
following with application of specified joint torques in adverse conditions like switching 
constraints or uncertainties. The improvement with respect to basic but still widely used 
controllers was proven. 
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7 Discussion and Future Work 
 
 
The aims of this chapter are to 
 point out the interdisciplinary aspects of the research, 
 critically discuss the choices made in the presented work with respect to alternative 
 avenues, 
 position the work with respect to related literature and present it as a continuum of 
 earlier research, 
 and give recommendations for future research. 
 
The presented research uses concepts and knowledge from different disciplines, in more or 
less direct ways. A non-exhaustive list is presented in this paragraph. While the starting point 
or use case was found in manufacturing engineering, the development of the control algorithms 
is built on theories and concepts from control engineering. Both disciplines intervene in the 
abstraction of the industrial challenge, in the formulation of the research questions and in the 
identification of requirements and objectives. The suggested algorithms combine conventional 
controllers from control theory with bio-inspired elements. The learning elements and 
approximation through Neural Networks involve concepts from computer science and more 
specifically from Artificial Intelligence. The inspiration for these algorithms originates from 
research in neurosciences. From psychology- and biology-research, abstracted models are 
derived which are then used for bio-inspired engineering in control algorithms. These models 
as well as the theoretical developments of the algorithms and the stability analyses apply 
mathematics. In addition, the used models of robot and environment are based on principles 
from mechanics and dynamics. For as far as the experimental performance evaluation is 
concerned, the robot hardware and sensors require electronics and mechatronics know-how. 
The communication between PC and robot as well as the implementation of the controller rely 
on informatics and programming knowledge.  
   
 
One of the aims of this thesis was the exploration of a range of promising concepts for 
addressing trajectory tracking control. Different concepts have been investigated throughout 
the work and the choices made during the development of the control concepts have been 
justified to the best of the knowledge. However, not all possible directions of research were 
included. Therefore some of the most promising avenues which were deliberately left out of 
the main part of this work are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
 
 
In a thesis on robotics touching upon learning and artificial intelligence, it is impossible to get 
around deep neural networks and deep reinforcement learning (LeCun, 2015). A central 
element of deep learning is the increased number of layers between input and output layer 
(Blanchot, 2019). At layer n the input for layer n+1 is computed as output. Next to this 
feedforward process, a backpropagation towards the input layer allows the weights to be 
updated. Deep learning is a prominent choice for addressing high-dimensional data as it allows 
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to automatically find the low-dimensional representations (Arulkumaran, 2017). Distributed 
representation is one of the key features in deep learning: each input can be represented by 
many features and each of the latter can represent many inputs. Recently, deep learning has 
been a hot topic and has been applied to a vast range of fields and use cases (Goodfellow, 
2016). A significant number of recent research works focuses on deep learning algorithms 
(Jonschkowski, 2017) including deep Neural Networks (Bezak, 2014) (Byravan, 2017) and 
deep reinforcement learning (Arulkumaran, 2017) (Li, 2018). Deep neural networks exhibit 
distributed structures, multiple layers and prominently use probabilistic relationships. Deep 
reinforcement learning applies deep neural networks for estimating its components, i.e. value 
function, policy or model. Among others, deep learning and more specifically deep neural 
networks were applied to classification or recognition tasks (Liu, 2018) and to multi sensor-
information fusion (Bohez, 2017). Deep reinforcement learning has been applied to areas 
ranging from natural language processing over computer vision to robotic control (Goodfellow, 
2016). Qua data-efficiency, the main downsides of deep learning algorithms are the training 
period and required considerable amount of training data samples (Arulkumaran, 2017) 
(Sünderhauf, 2018). Related drawbacks include high computation time and overfitting. Further, 
despite significant advancements in algorithms and computational power, no general 
intelligence has been achieved so far. Artificial intelligence remains limited to a single task it 
has been programmed for (Blanchot, 2019). 
Regarding the specific application and the related requirements in this work, scaling up to a 
deep NN or deep reinforcement learning might benefit the estimation capacity of the unknown 
robot parameters and the tracking performance of the system. This assumption is based on 
the improved convergence and performance in learning dynamics and approximating functions 
as shown by e.g. (Silver, 2017), (Yamaguchi, 2016) and (Gu, 2016), respectively. For the 
specific application considered in this work, however, the suggested simple perceptron model 
and reinforcement learning concept show satisfactory performance. They fulfil the established 
requirements next to presenting the advantages of simplicity, low computational costs and 
minimized training phases and data. The expected improvements of upscaling to deep learning 
are not expected to be worth accepting the additional effort and downsides. A clear, data-
efficient concept is preferable. However, scaling up to deep learning for different applications 
is a recommendation for future work (LeCun, 2015). 
 
 
The presented work assumes repetitive workpiece-locations and –conditions, i.e. the control 
concept always starts from the same position with respect to the goal-surface. Before 
performing a surface finishing process, human operators analyse the workpiece-conditions 
and react accordingly, i.e. they adapt the contact-situation of the tool with respect to the 
surface. Its capability to react to different situations with specific control rules, makes the 
human operator highly valuable for processes with varying parameters (Kiguchi, 2002). This 
first step, i.e. adaptability of the human behaviour in altered contact-situations or problematic 
cases is ignored in the suggested control concepts. Their performance is optimized for the 
general process thanks to adaptive position- and force-/torque-control algorithms, but they are 
unable to address specific problematic cases as often encountered in practice because of 
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variations in workpiece-dimensions or –positioning. For specific, problematic cases, additional 
elements are necessary (Weinert, 2007). Figure 74 illustrates potential deviations from the 
expected situations: workpiece too close, end effector too far or interference of an obstacle. 
 
 
           Figure 74: Expected workpiece location and potential deviations. 
 
In a first phase, humans apply rules of thumb in the form of ‘if a then do b’. From previous 
experience, they deduce a rule base containing generalized guidelines about what actions to 
take in what circumstances, i.e. if-then statements (Dayan, 2014) (Franchi, 2016) (Passino, 
2005). The desire to mimic this human behaviour culminated in rule-based systems, one of the 
most straightforward forms of artificial intelligence. Knowledge is encoded into these systems 
as a set of rules that specify how to act in different situations. These rules are declared as an 
array of if-then rules: ‘if a then b’ or ‘a => b’. They can be described as the linguistic formulation 
of the human’s approach to achieve a goal. A rule-based system is designed to mimic the 
behaviour of a human expert when facing a specific challenge. The performance of a rule-
based system is therefore expected to be similar to that of a human expert in the considered 
area and when exposed to the same data (Grosnan, 2011) (Noroozi, 2009). A priori 
programmed relational condition-action statements have been implemented i.a. in behaviour-
based robotics (Matarić, 1998) and probabilistic contexts (Kapotoglu, 2015). Fuzzy logic is a 
prominent method to express quantitative aspects of a human expert’s knowledge and 
reasoning process with a set of linguistic rules (Mishra, 2010). Fuzzy rules have been applied 
for acquiring knowledge bases (Huang, 2013) (Li, 2015), approximating unknown plant models 
in combination with Artificial Neural Networks (He, 2018), online task sequencing in robotic 
assembly in combination with Petri nets (Cao, 1994), extending a sliding mode control 
algorithm (Ghalyan, 2016) (Jasim, 2015) (Roopaei, 2009) (Sun, 1999), clustering in 
combination with particle swarm algorithms (Szabo, 2012), modelling trajectories (Skoglund, 
2010) or machining processes (Mohd Adnan, 2015). Interaction and behavioural rules in social 
animals and insects have inspired algorithms for multi agent behaviour and clustering 
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(Passino, 2005). (Kao, 2008) addressed a clustering problem with an algorithm inspired on ant 
colonies. The elements evolve according to a limited number of behavioural rules in the form 
of if-then statements. Other algorithms were inspired on the behavioural rules of fish swarms 
(Huang, 2013), bird flocks (Cui, 2006) (Cui, 2006b) (Forestiero, 2013) (Reynolds, 1987) and 
ant colonies (Elkamel, 2015) (Vaijayanthi, 2011). 
Next to the dependence on expert systems and the restriction to if-then statements, the main 
drawback of rule-based systems is the limitation of the number of rules for computational and 
complexity reasons (Grosnan, 2011) (Kiguchi, 2002) (Li, 2010) (Li, 2015) (Roopaei, 2009) 
(Sun, 1999). However, as a rule-based system allows the encoding of expert knowledge in a 
narrow area of the specified problem and can be implemented in a hierarchical way to survey 
a previously developed control system (Passino, 2005), an extension of the suggested control 
concept (6.3) is well conceivable. Human operators tackle specific cases of altered workpiece-
conditions by observing the situation (if a) and reacting appropriately (then b). This step is 
performed before the rest of the control approach, as an outer supervising loop. The challenge 
consists in adding this lacking element into the control concept of the automated process. The 
specific goal of this future work is to add a control element able to deal with particular 
problematic situations, e.g. uncertainties in workpiece position and dimension. The 
requirement for the considered manufacturing task is 1) to keep contact between workpiece 
and tool, i.e. not to lift off and apply the manufacturing force only once contact has been 
established 2) not to damage the workpiece through penetration of the tool, i.e. to back up 
once a force threshold has been surpassed. The recurrent theme identified during the 
observation of the human operator is the following approach: first observe then react. Before 
performing any action, humans analyse and categorise the situation at hand and take a 
decision about the optimal approach or reaction based on their experience. This behaviour can 
be represented as if-then-rules: if situation a is identified then action b is chosen as optimal 
reaction. This becomes particularly valuable in problematic cases which deviate from the 
general or pre-planned case. A superposed rule-based control element should be able to 
address the identified problematic cases before the other controller-elements come into effect. 
This new control element supervises the process controlled by the algorithm (6.3) in a 
hierarchical manner. This outer control loop is derived from the observations of human 
reasoning and implements human experience and knowledge in the form of rules as shown in 
Figure 75 and Pseudo-code below (Klecker, 2019). 
 
Code         Description 
while Fcontact > threshold                          in case of risk of penetration 
 { 
  position = position – increment    lift the tool 
 }     
 
if a manufacturing force is desired    condition 
{ 
 while Fcontact < threshold        in case of no contact 
  { 
   position = position + increment approach the surface 
  } 
}    
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Figure 75: Block diagram of the hierarchical integration of a rule-based extension in the control concept. 
 
Implementation and further investigation of this suggested controller-extension are possible 
topics for future work. 
 
 
Another point for discussion concerns the considered application, i.e. an automated surface 
finishing process. A straightforward way to provide the robot system with the necessary skills 
is through Programming by Demonstration or kinaesthetic teaching. In this method the human 
operator teaches the robot which paths to follow and where to apply which forces by showing 
and recording the process. This technique passes the operator’s know-how on to the robot 
thereby taking advantage of his expertise. The focus of this approach lies on transferring the 
human knowledge to the automated system. The related downsides are dependence on the 
human skills and limitation to the specific taught process. An alternative approach to design 
an automated process able to achieve the desired surface finishing results focusses on the 
manufacturing process. Through modelling the surface finishing process, the required 
manufacturing forces can be computed and used as inputs for the torque controller. Models of 
the manufacturing process including its specific stability- and quality-requirements can be 
found in earlier works by i.a. (Benardos, 2003) (Brinksmeier, 2006) (Inasaki, 2001) (Jiang, 
2013) (Klocke, 2005) (Kurfess, 1988) (Stepien, 2009). The advantage of this method is the 
focus on the manufacturing process and its results. This leads, however, to a dependence on 
a time-consuming modelling process. Further, this technique is strictly restricted to the 
modelled manufacturing process and does not take into account human expertise. As the 
vision of the presented work includes human mimicking in intuitive automation, PbD or 
kinaesthetic teaching was chosen. 
In this work, the compliance with records from Programming by Demonstration was shown. 
The common output of kinaesthetic teaching, .csv-files were used as input for the suggested 
control concepts. Further exploitation of Programming by Demonstration-features like 
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optimization on the task-level strategy (Chen, 2005), additional involvement of the human 
(Aleotti, 2006) (Calinon, 2007) (Castelli, 2007) (Rozo, 2016) or the use of movement primitives 
for the generalization of skills (Deniša, 2016) (Kramberger, 2017) (Montebelli, 2015) (Zhang, 
2018) can be found in the dedicated literature and present promising avenues for extension 
and future work. 
 
 
Contiguous to the technical aspects, an ethical analysis should be considered when 
intending the implementation of robots or an automated process in an industrial setting. 
Technological progress related to robotics and artificial intelligence is a fact and the impact on 
the manufacturing industry and its labour cannot be denied. Contrary to the panic fomented by 
mass media evoking the new and imminent threat of science fiction-like scenarios of humanoid 
robots taking over the lead and oppressing human workers, automation is not a new trend. 
The replacement of human workforce is a trend which has been ongoing over the past century 
(Wyatt, 2006). Despite technology’s contribution to the improvement of jobs in terms of 
ergonomics and safety, there exists a pluralism in society. While some argue for the 
unrestricted exploitation of technological opportunities, others are in favour of banning all 
automation in industry and maintaining a status-quo of the current situation. As neither of these 
extreme scenarios is likely to happen, experts and society alike should be prepared for the 
introduction of robots in manufacturing engineering and find a consensus among all 
stakeholders with their diverging opinions leading to a global framework for the temporal and 
local coexistence of human and robotic workforce in an industrial environment. Robot ethics 
and machine ethics are the two main branches of ethics interested in similar discussions. On 
the one hand, the interdisciplinary field of robot ethics is concerned with the impacts of robots 
on society, i.e. it deals with ethical questions related to the emergence of the robotic industry 
(IEEE, 2018) (Lin, 2011) (Scheutz, 2013) (Veruggio, 2008). Machine ethics on the other hand, 
is concerned with the ethical behaviour of machines or robots (Anderson, 2011) (Brundage, 
2014) (Tonkens, 2009). Rather than investigating the ethical consequences of robotic 
assistants for society and targeting the design process by human developers, machine ethics 
investigates the ethical behaviour of the robots and targets the ethical guidelines which are 
implemented (Bryson, 2017) (Bryson, 2017b) (Deng, 2015) (Wallach, 2010). Although this 
topic should not be neglected, a complete ethical analysis is out of the scope of this thesis and 
therefore left for future work by experts in the relevant fields. 
 
 
The seven chapters of this thesis conclude with these ideas for future research projects. 
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Summary 
 
 
In the presented work, control algorithms for pure position and combined position and 
force/torque control for freeform trajectory tracking were developed in a bottom-up approach.  
Conventional controllers satisfactorily address basic path following applications in close to 
ideal circumstances. Due to their simple design and straightforward implementation, they are 
the most used control concepts in industry. But their stability and performance are deteriorated 
in case of adverse conditions like switching constraints or uncertainties. Therefore, to address 
a wider range of trajectory tracking applications, a more complex control concept was 
developed. A combination of robust, basic control and a reinforcement learning based control-
extension merges the constituents’ respective advantages while overcoming their drawbacks. 
 The aim of position control was to keep absolute mean position error below 0.3 rad for all 
robot joints in case of freeform shapes, switching constraints and unknown robot dynamics. In 
5.2, Sliding Mode Control was extended with BELBIC. The concept modelling the mammalian 
emotional learning behaviour via the interplay of amygdala and orbitofrontal cortex, had been 
introduced by (Lucas, 2004) in the early 21st century. For a priori known robot models, position 
errors far below the set threshold (0.3 rad) were achieved. The suggested controller 
outperformed model-free and model-based conventional controllers. In 5.3, potentially 
unknown robot parameters were estimated as a single robot function using a Radial Basis 
Function Neural Network. The desired performance was achieved in the simulations despite 
the lack of robot dynamics knowledge. In 5.4, a RBF-NN with online update laws for the 
parameters was implemented. The requirements qua performance were met in simulation and 
experiment, independent of unknown robot models and NN parameters initialization.  
Combined position and force control improves the trajectory tracking performance and allows 
the application of desired torques at specified positions. In 6.2, the concept developed in 5.4 
was adopted for parallel position and torque control. Absolute mean position errors were kept 
below 0.3 rad and torque errors below 0.1 Nm. In 6.3, a balance was found between simple, 
but unsatisfactorily performing control (2.1.2) and highly performing, but complex control (6.2). 
Focusing on the most essential elements of the complex concept, resulted in a model-free 
parallel concept combining PID-control with reinforcement learning-based features. 
Simulations and experiments validated both stability and performance. Absolute mean position 
error was kept below 0.3 rad and torque error below 0.1 Nm as specified in the requirements. 
Finally, the synergy of classical control concepts with bio-inspired learning elements was 
able to address the trajectory tracking control problem by combining their characteristics: 
robustness and adaptability. The objectives in terms of performance were achieved in 
simulation and experiment (mean absolute position and torque errors < 0.3 rad and 0.1 Nm for 
all joints). The objective of independence of robot models was reached by approximating 
unknown parameters as a single nonlinear robot function or by model-free algorithms. The 
same requirements qua position and torque errors were met despite the lack of robot model 
knowledge. Human expertise was incorporated through the bottom-up approach: first position 
control and only then position control combined with the application of forces. Controller-inputs 
generated from kinaesthetic teaching took advantage of the know-how of human operators.
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